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Abstract
Conservation ‘in-situ’ aims to represent and manage species in conservation-area
networks in the long-term. The assumption is that once a species is secured within a
conservation network, its overall likelihood o f persistence will be increased.
Quantitative area selection provides explicit and efficient methods to locate
conservation areas, but remain largely unused. In part this is due to a lack o f dialogue
between theoreticians and practitioners, but current methods also fail to meet important
demands o f practitioners. In particular, there has been a strong emphasis on efficiency in
species representation, but no adequate treatment o f persistence. This may lead to a loss
o f species that could be avoided. An additional problem is that species' distribution data
are often far from complete, so that quantitative methods can only use surrogates for
species. In this thesis I address both problems. First, I explore the extent to which
complementarity areas represent species from the most viable parts o f their range. I
show that using complementarity biases selection towards marginal populations, which
may compromise species' persistence. Second, I propose a framework for integrating
explicit criteria for persistence into quantitative area-selection. The framework has three
steps: (a) models for current probabilities o f occurrence are fitted using available
information on habitat suitability and species’ potential for dispersal; (b) probabilities o f
occurrence are then transformed into estimates o f persistence using available
information on expected threats and species’ vulnerabilities; (c) complementarity areas
are selected to ensure high persistence for species. An analysis o f changes in bird faunas
supports the idea that this integrated method can improve probability o f persistence.
Third, I provide a first test of the idea that maximising environmental variation among
conservation areas would maximise species representation. This shows that using
environmental surrogates may lead to relatively poor representation o f species diversity.
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General introduction

The problem
At present, species are going extinct 100 to 1000 times faster than the natural
background rates (Lawton & May, 1995; Pimm & Lawton, 1998). To minimise this
loss, Article 8 o f the Convention on Biological Diversity obliges contracting parties to
establish protected areas for the conservation o f biodiversity. Typically, however,
organisations responsible have too little knowledge, too little time and too little money
to ensure that decisions are optimal for the goal o f species persistence within regions.
Quantitative area selection methods provide an approach to the problem o f locating
important areas for biodiversity conservation, whilst allocating a limited budget among
different potential alternatives (for reviews see Austin & Margules, 1986; Pressey et al.
1993; Williams, 1998; Margules & Pressey, 2000). However, as with other conservation
decisions area selection is subject to a high degree o f uncertainty arising both from the
data and from the way criteria are combined. A critical issue for conservation planning
is trying to reduce these uncertainties.

Current quantitative area selection methods are tailored to simple decision problems,
where a given conservation factor (e.g. biodiversity) is maximised whilst a cost factor
(e.g. area) is minimised. This has often been formalised as a minimum-set or -cost
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problem (e.g. Kirkpatrick, 1983; Margules et al. 1988; Vane-Wright et al. 1991), where
a given representation goal is achieved with the minimum cost; or as a maximumcoverage problem (e.g. Church et al. 1996), where the representation o f biodiversity
(e.g. species) is maximised given a limited budget (often expressed in terms o f area).
Such decision problems can be solved using integer programming or heuristic (i.e.
approximate) algorithms. Optimal solutions can, a least in theory, be found by
application o f integer programming, such as linear-programming branch and bound
algorithms (e.g. Cocks & Baird, 1989; Saetersdal et al. 1993; Church et al. 1996; Willis
et al. 1996; Csuti et al. 1997). Although no single heuristic algorithm can guarantee
finding the optimal solution in all circumstances (e.g. Underhill, 1994), comparison o f
various familiar heuristic methods often allows for the choice o f a near-optimal (or even
optimal) solution (e.g. Pressey et al. 1996, 1997, 1999; Csuti et al. 1997).

Both integer programming and heuristic approaches have the advantage o f leading to
efficient and repeatable solutions, whilst encouraging an explicit statement o f goals and
values. However, the marginal advantages o f integer programming are often outweighed
by the simplicity, speed and the ability o f heuristic approaches to deal with large
decision problems. Heuristic approaches have a further — and not least important—
advantage o f encouraging explicit examination o f trade-offs between conflicting
objectives, by allowing rapid exploration o f flexibility. This can be performed easily
with computerised Decision Support Systems (DSS), which allow nearly efficient
solutions to be compared in a short time. The speed and interactivity o f such systems
(e.g. CODA, Bedward et al. 1992; E-RMS, Pressey et al. 1995; C-PLAN, Pressey, 1998;
WORLDMAP, Williams, 1999), allow decision planners, stakeholders and the public to
take their part in the decision process in trying to reconcile technically-based solutions
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with conflicting objectives o f interested parties (Densham & Rushton, 1988). Although
solutions

obtained

using

integer

programming

algorithms

provide

a

formal

mathematical abstraction o f the problems, they are not well-suited to formalising the
social and political interactions that characterise most area selection decisions (e.g.
Bree, 1984; Rinnooy Kan, 1984; Hall, 1985). This is because integer programming
algorithms are often too slow to run for even relatively small problems. This makes any
interactive evaluation of flexibility with the interested parties unrealistic in most
decision contexts, since solutions can take many hours or days to obtain. Therefore,
heuristic approaches may be preferred in many situations involving complex socio
political decision processes.

In spite o f major advances in area selection research, quantitative methods remain
largely unused by conservationists and decision-makers alike (Prendergast et al. 1999;
Mace et al. 2000). An exception is Australia, where federal and state governments used
a computerised DSS to address representativeness and flexibility in the context o f a
* complex conservation planning process (Finkel, 1998a,b; Pressey, 1998). The gap
between quantitative area selection research and area selection decisions is partly due to
the absence of meaningful dialogue between theoreticians and practitioners (Prendergast
et al. 1999), and the inability of current quantitative methods to meet important demands
o f practitioners (e.g. Balmford et al. 1998). In particular, there is a lack o f explicit
treatment o f persistence, which contrasts with a strong emphasis on efficiency in
representation. This may lead conservation area networks to be optimal for cost and
representation, but sub-optimal for persistence (see chapters 2 to 5). An additional
problem is that species distribution data are often incomplete and incapable o f
supporting the kinds o f conservation planning decisions expected o f them. When this is

the case, quantitative methods may be seen as inadequate to deal with real-life
conservation planning and data dredging procedures might be needed to overcome this
problem (see chapter 6).

Dealing with incomplete data sets
One o f the problems with quantitative area selection methods for biodiversity
conservation is that their explicit nature requires large quantities o f representative data
about where species (or any other valued attributes) occur. In practice, the use of
quantitative methods is often hampered by distribution data with low spatial resolution
and uneven coverage for both areas and taxa. Two main strategies may be used to
overcome this problem: data interpolation; and surrogates.

Data interpolation
A possible strategy is to interpolate existing records o f occurrence for species and use
interpolated distributions as attributes for selection (e.g. Margules & Stein, 1989;
Williams et al. 1996b; Freitag et al. 1996, 1998; Polasky et al. 2000). This is difficult
because data are frequently collected in an opportunistic fashion and reflect distribution
o f recorders and recording effort, rather than species’ presence alone (e.g. Bullock,
1991). Correcting this bias requires either comprehensive surveys — which are
expensive and time consuming— or statistically valid samples using random, or
stratified-random methods (Krebs, 1989). Whilst these provide generally acceptable
samples for modelling species’ expected distributions along gradients o f many kinds,
they may be inadequate for sampling some o f the most vulnerable species (i.e. those
with the smallest geographical ranges), which are often aggregated in few areas
(Legendre & Fortin, 1989). For these species, specially designed sampling based on
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expert opinion might be required. The problem with this approach (as with opportunistic
sampling) is that, although the power o f the models might be increased (due to an
increase in the number o f observations), models are likely to violate a fundamental
assumption o f probability theory that observations are taken from a random sample
(Krebs, 1989). Aggregated, or spatially autocorrelated, distributions are also a problem
for statistical testing because they violate the assumption o f independence used in most
standard statistical procedures (Legendre, 1993). There are a variety o f modelling
techniques available to interpolate current species distributions (Table 1.1). Model
choice should depend on the nature o f the data, on the needs o f particular analysis, and
on whether assumptions for each method are satisfied.

General linear models (GLM) and general additive models (GAM) are amongst the most
powerful statistical methods to predict species expected distributions from sample data.
Assumptions o f both methods are user-dependent, which allows for a relaxation o f
many statistical assumptions of more traditional approaches, such as least-square
regression. Problems o f spatial autocorrelation can be modelled explicitly using
spatially structured models (e.g. Legendre, 1993; Smith, 1994; Augustin et al. 1996). An
alternative to GLM and GAM are rule-based modelling. Methods include decision trees,
neural nets and genetic algorithms. The strength o f these methods over statistical models
is that they do not assume that the effect o f different predictors is additive (Austin,
1994). Decision rules may be conditional statements — e.g. ‘if on granite with rainfall
greater than 1000mm then species i occurs below than 750m, or if on sediments with
rainfall less than 700mm then species i occurs bellow 100m, else species i occurs
between 0 and 400m’— , or any other complex logical function (Austin, 1994). Results
with these methods have, however, been equivocal and there is disagreement on their
potential use with ecological data (Lees, 1994 cited by Austin, 1994).
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Table 1.1. Summary of some interpolation techniques with application to
modelling species expected distributions
Brief description
Examples
Areas are classified as suitable or unsuitable (0,1);
1,2
then they are overlaid with species records using the
Boolean logic operator ‘and’ to produce a final map
of potential areas of occurrence.
Cellular automaton
Models based on grid cells; each cell having its own
3
set of rules, which are affected by neighbouring cells.
Decision
trees
(e.g. Models are fitted by successively splitting the data to
4,5
CART
form homogeneous subsets. The result is a
and various algorithms in hierarchical tree of decision rules useful for prediction
or classification.
S-Plus)

Boolean modelling

GLMs are generalisations of classical regression
models, which allow different types of error functions
to be specified and greater flexibility in fitting factors.
LR is a form of GLM with a logit link and binomial
error distribution. It fits a Gaussian-like species
response curve to presence-absence data.
General Additive Models GAMs differ from GLMs mainly by not requiring a
functional form for the relationship. Linear functions
(GAM)
of the predictor variables are replaced by unspecified
smooth functions.
Belongs
to a family of interpolation techniques known
Krigging
as BLUE: best linear unbiased estimators. Predictions
are obtained by fitting a theoretical mathematical
model to an empirical variogram, which represents the
average distance between samples.
Machine-learnt methods Methods use artificial intelligence to predict the
(e.g. neural networks and probability of a class membership from an
observation.
genetic algorithms)
Range limits are drawn subjectively, by eye, or
Range Filling
following a set of geometrical rules applied to sample
data e.g. mean radius between points and the
geometric centre; minimum convex polygon; mean
propinquity.
Similarity-Based methods Estimates of species’ potential ranges are derived
from point-to-point similarity of species locations in
environmental space.

Generalised Linear
Models (GLM) and
Logistic Regression (LR)

4,6,7,8,9

10,11

9

12

13,14

Sources: (1) Stoms, 1992; (2) White et al. 1997; (3) Carey, 1996; (4) Walker, 1991; (5) Walker & Cocks,
1991; (6) Osborne & Tigar, 1992; (7) Smith, 1994; (8) Augustin et al. 1996; (9) Manel et al. 1999; (10)
Simard et al. 1992; (11) Palma et al. 1999; (12) Rapoport, 1982; (13) Busby, 1986; (14) Carpenter et al.
1993

Both families o f methods require suitable presence-absence data for both training and
test data sets. The level o f expertise required o f the user is variable, but generally high.
Similarity-based methods (e.g. BIOCLIM, Bubsy, 1989; DOMAIN, Carpenter et al.
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1993) overcome some of these limitations. They are simple to apply and use presence
data only. One o f the problems is that they overestimate the true number o f species
presences, increasing the number o f false positives, i.e. type I errors (personal
observation). They have a further disadvantage o f not providing statistical tests and
confidence limits for the predictions. The same problems apply to coarser-resolution
methods, such as range-filling modelling.

Geostatistical interpolators, such as krigging, may also be used to model species’
expected distributions. They have the advantage o f incorporating aspects o f spatial
structure in the predictions, but usually ignore information on other covariates (e.g.
environmental factors) likely to influence the distribution o f species. Therefore, they are
likely to be particularly sensitive to sampling bias. Hybrid approaches combining
GLM/GAM and krigging may be particularly useful to model species’ expected
distributions when data are spatially autocorrelated and when explanatory variables are
difficult to obtain or missing in some locations (e.g. Palma et al. 1999). Despite
differences, all methods are likely to show limitations concerning the interpolation o f
rare species and the ability to predict distributions from biased samples.

Perhaps the most important feature o f any quantitative modelling technique applied to
area selection is its ability for error estimation. Qualitative errors (i.e. observed minus
predicted) may be estimated for each individual species’ model using a variety o f
techniques (Fielding & Bell, 1997). The number o f false negatives (type II errors) is
particularly useful because it measures the number o f residuals or amount o f
unexplained variation in the data: the greater the number o f false negatives, the more the
models are likely to be unrealistic. Methods that ignore information on absences are

unable to assess type II errors. While this type o f error estimation measures how well
models fit the data, it provides no information about how well models predict real
distributions. Indeed, given that models are optimised for the training set, the ‘goodnessof-fit’ to these data is likely to be an overly optimistic estimate o f predictive skill
outside the training set (Beutel et al. 1999). If predictive models are to be assessed
quantitatively (i.e. real minus predicted), then there is no alternative to ground-truthing.
In most circumstances this may be too costly and time consuming given the kinds o f
constraints faced by conservationists. Yet, without an appropriate quantitative
assessment o f errors, interpolated distributions have a non-quantifiable number o f falsepositives (type I errors). This introduces an unacceptable level o f uncertainty in area
selection, since areas risk being selected based on erroneous predictions. In such
circumstances it may be better to select areas based on known records o f occurrence for
species, even if these represent just a poor fraction o f their total expected distribution
(see chapter 3).

Surrogates
Another strategy is to select areas using easily recorded surrogates that are expected to
correlate with the valued attributes. The idea o f surrogacy is most often tested using
analysis of association between pairs o f taxa. For example, Prendergast et al. (1993)
asked whether areas o f high concentration o f richness and rarity — the so-called
hotspots— overlapped for different taxonomic groups in Britain. Others tested whether
patterns of richness were correlated for different pairs o f taxa (e.g. Schall & Pianka,
1978; Pearson & Cassola, 1992; Gaston & Williams, 1993; Williams et al. 1994;
Andersen, 1995; Beccaloni & Gaston, 1995; Gaston et al. 1995; Prendergast &
Eversham, 1997; Williams & Gaston, 1998).
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Tests of association between pairs of attribute value ignore the identities o f the attributes
that comprise those values. For example, two areas with similar values (e.g. for
richness) may, at one extreme, comprise taxonomically identical assemblages or, at the
other extreme, comprise mutually exclusive sets o f taxa (Gaston, 1996). If indicators are
to be used to predict the representation o f other organisms it is complementarity
between biotas (i.e. the amount that sets o f areas contribute to the representation o f
otherwise unrepresented attributes) that is relevant. The important test is not, therefore,
whether the spatial variation in the richness o f one set o f organisms predicts the spatial
variation in the richness o f another set o f organisms, but more to the point whether
complementarity within one set o f organisms predicts complementarity within another
set (e.g. Beccaloni & Gaston, 1995; Gaston, 1996; Williams & Gaston, 1997). Jaarsveld
et al. (1998) tested this idea by examining the degree o f overlap o f complementary-set
solutions for species and higher taxa in South Africa. They found low overlap between
sets and concluded that assumptions o f surrogacy were not supported. Their results
should be interpreted cautiously for two reasons. First, there is no account o f flexibility
in their analyses, i.e. other equally efficient solutions could have produced more overlap
between sets (e.g. Hopkinson et al. in press). Second, their results were not compared
against a random model; departures from randomness would be useful to judge whether
the observed patterns were better, or worse than expected by chance. Howard et al.
(1998) performed a similar test using species distribution data for various taxonomic
groups across 50 Ugandan forests. They found that complementary set solutions chosen
for butterflies or birds contained as many or more species overall as the equivalent set o f
sites identified using data on all groups together. This cross-taxon congruence in
complementarity arose because all groups examined showed fundamentally similar

biogeographical patterns. Similarly, Balmford et al. (2000) showed that selecting areas
in the UK

for macromycete

fungi

conservation

at the genus

level,

using

complementarity, would represent as much as 98-99% o f taxa at the species level; and
Virolainen et al (2000) showed that areas selected for one particular taxonomic group
within old-growth boreal forests in Finland, represented species at a rate nearly as high
as areas selected using combined information for all groups. One exception was the
polypores group (bracket fungi) that represented only 4 % o f the total number o f species
in old-growth forests.

Faith & Walker (1996a,b) noted that complementarity within an indicator group would
be predictive o f complementarity within another group, only if it spanned a wide range
of habitats or environments. Hence, sampling environmental pattern itself would be an
alternative for selecting a set o f biodiversity-rich areas. This idea supports a more
general pattern-based approach, which views complementarity not as a predictor, but as
a property to be predicted. Earlier recommendations by UNESCO (1974) and IUCN
(1978) had already encapsulated this idea. For example, the ‘Man and Biosphere’
(MAB) programme, set up a project to conserve areas throughout the world by
establishing ‘biosphere reserves’ representing a range o f global biotic provinces, as
updated by Udvardy (1975).

The idea that sampling a greater variety o f biotic provinces would maximise lower-level
biological diversity has often been assumed, rather than established empirically (e.g.
Austin & Margules, 1986; DeVelice et al. 1988; Belbin 1993, 1995; Faith & Walker,
1996a,b). For example, Pressey & Nicholls (1989) used an iterative algorithm to
identify areas containing the full range o f variation o f land-systems in western New
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South Wales (Australia) assuming that this would represent targeted biodiversity. With
the same assumptions in mind Pressey & Logan (1995) investigated the extent to which
existing conservation areas represented the diversity o f land systems in the same area;
and Saetersdal & Birks (1993) assessed the performance o f nature reserves in western
Norway to represent the full range o f pattern variation in assemblages o f vascular plants
and breeding birds. Pressey et al. (1996) and Woinarski et al. (1996) performed similar
analyses, but using environmental classification units as a surrogate for biodiversity.

However, few studies investigated the assumption that representing a full range o f
environmental pattern would represent species efficiently (but see Table 1.2 for some
exceptions), and none has compared the performance o f pattern-based approaches
against that expected by chance. In chapter 6, I provide a first test o f the idea that
maximising environmental variation among conservation areas would maximise species
representation.

Table 1.2. Summary of results from published studies assessing the
performance of pattern-based approaches to predict species representation in
conservation area networks.
Study
1

Type of Surrogate
Higher taxa

2

Land-types

3

Environmental
domains

Region
Jervis Bay,
Australia

Result
Genus assemblages failed to represent 40%
of species. Results using family and class
assemblages varied.
Venetia-Limpopo, Land
facets
represented
distinct
South Africa
assemblages of species. The authors
assumed that this would maximise species
representation.
Many rare species and communities missed
Tasmania,
selection by environmental classification
Australia

Sources: (1) Vanderklift et al. (1998); (2) Wessels et al. (1999); (3) Kirkpatrick & Brown (1994)
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Dealing with persistence
\

If there is much uncertainty about where many species occur at the present, it is even
more difficult to estimate where or whether they will persist in the future. This is the
reason why most quantitative area selection methods have sought to maximise the
amount o f biodiversity represented in networks o f areas for conservation, without
explicitly addressing the problem o f persistence. The underlying assumption is that once
a species is represented in a conservation-area network its persistence depends on
appropriate reserve design and management. One o f the consequences o f this approach
is that areas may be selected where species have low probabilities o f persistence, and
this may lead to a loss of species that could be avoided. Here, I shall review some o f the
evidence from which it has been suggested that current methods may fail to retain
species in conservation area networks. I then summarise some o f the approaches that
have been proposed to incorporate criteria for promoting persistence in area selection.

Persistence of sp ecies in conservation area networks
Some studies have shown that areas selected to maximise species representation at one
time period could fail to retain an important proportion o f species in the future. For
example, Margules et al. (1994) found that 36% of plant species would be lost during an
11-year interval, if a minimum set strategy on limestone pavements (Ingleborough, UK)
was adopted. Similarly, Virolainen et al. (1999) found that 16% o f plant species would
be lost from a minimum set o f lakes in Finland during a 63-year interval; and Rodrigues
et al. (2000a) recorded a loss o f 8% bird species during a 10-year interval within
minimum sets o f census plots in the UK. The results from these studies are likely to be
inflated, for at least two reasons. First, the size o f selection units in these studies is not
comparable to that of most conservation areas. It would not be surprising if the rate o f
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species’ temporal turnover were greater in census plots for birds (e.g. Rodrigues et al.
2000a) than in nature reserves, simply because the latter typically have much larger area
extents. Second, these studies do not incorporate the effect o f management on areas. In
real reserves, extinctions may be minimised through appropriate management; and the
smaller the reserve area, the more intensive is the management likely to be required
(Van Weiren, 1991). Notwithstanding, it is likely that considering criteria for
persistence in the early steps o f area selection might contribute to increasing the
management success o f populations and therefore the species’ likelihood o f persistence
in the long-term.

For example, Branch et al. (1995) and Nicholls (1998) reported that complementaritybased algorithms could have the effect o f selecting preferentially for populations at the
margins o f their ranges. Both studies used data for South Africa and were concerned
only with small groups o f reptile species (tortoises and terrapins in the first study and
snakes in the second). But, if complementary areas were generally more likely to be
selected at the margins o f species’ ranges, then it could be argued that complementaritybased selection biases representation towards populations with relatively poor prognoses
for persistence (Brown, 1984; Caughley et al 1988; Lawton, 1995; Cumutt et al. 1996).
Chapter two o f this thesis addresses this problem in more detail.

Previous treatments of persistence in area selection
At least four approaches to incorporating criteria for persistence into quantitative area
selection methods have been proposed. The first focuses on multiple representation o f
species in reserves (e.g. Pressey & Nicholls, 1989; M argules et al. 1994; Lombard et al.
1995; Rodrigues et al. 2000b). This follows a simple but logical rationale, i.e. the
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greater the number o f populations o f a species represented within a network of
conservation areas, the greater the likelihood species will persist. But this is not an
explicit treatment o f persistence. There is no particular biological justification for
choosing one arbitrary number o f representations against another, and the higher the
number of representations considered, the more expensive the network o f conservation
areas is likely to be. Therefore, arguing for multiple representations is no different from
addressing the familiar maximum-coverage problem (Church et al. 1996), where the
maximum representation o f species is sought given constraints o f cost. A shortcoming
o f the multiple representation approach (as well as the single representation) is that
areas are selected without regard to their relative contribution to the expected
persistence o f species. Thus, there is a danger that many unsuitable areas for the long
term persistence of species are selected, while suitable areas are left unprotected.

A second approach is to select areas so that species (or other valued attributes) are
represented in a given proportion o f their total range within a region (e.g. Nicholls &
Margules, 1993; Pressey et al. 1997; Rodrigues et al. 2000b). One o f the problems with
this approach is that greater emphasis is given to widespread species (Rodrigues et al.
2000b), which may be o f relatively lower conservation concern. A possible solution to
this problem is to assign different representation goals to species with varying range
sizes so that, for example, a smaller range size would correspond to a greater proportion
o f the range preserved. But, this is only a variation o f the multiple representation
approach (discussed above) with an additional element o f arbitrariness associated with
the definition o f representation goals for species with varying range sizes. Again, the
most suitable areas may be left unreserved.
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A third approach is to use abundance as a means to estimate expected persistence of
species (Kershaw et al. 1994; Turpie, 1995; Winston & Angermeier, 1995; Nicholls,
1998; Rodrigues et al. 2000a). Abundance is used as a surrogate for population size and
this is expected to relate to the suitability o f an area, although in some circumstances
high abundances can be recorded in low quality habitats (e.g. Van Home, 1983;
Diffendorfer, 1998). Nevertheless this remains an attractive approach. Indeed, tests
comparing area-sets selected using abundance and presence data showed that if areas
were selected to maximise local abundances, then fewer local extinctions would be
recorded (Rodrigues et al. 2000a). The problem is that it may be difficult and expensive
to obtain comparable estimates of abundance for the majority o f species in most parts o f
the world. In many cases presence data is the best we can hope to have for supporting
conservation planning decisions (Jaarsveld et al. 1998).

A fourth approach is to use simple ‘rules o f thumb’ based on principles of reserve
design (e.g. Diamond, 1975) to break ties in heuristic (iterative) algorithms, or weight
choices differently in integer programming algorithms. For example, Nicholls and
Margules (1993) addressed the consequences o f modifying a minimum-set algorithm to
find solutions that favour adjacent sites. The rationale is that more aggregated reserve
networks should increase the likelihood that local populations persisted, due to an
increase in area and degree of connectedness among reserves. This should help reduce
‘edge effects’ with potentially hazardous consequences for m any species, in particular
those with large home ranges (Woodroffe & Ginsberg, 2000), and allow for dispersal,
therefore increasing the probability of recolonisation o f empty habitats (Hanski, 1999).
However, simple ‘rules o f thumb’ may not have the same value for all species and in all
situations. For example, it is debatable whether it should be better to have many smaller

reserves dispersed across a region, or to have a single-large-reserve at one particular
location (i.e., the Single-Large-Or-Several-Small debate reviewed by Shrader-Frechette
& McCoy, 1993). Apart from issues o f efficiency in representation (i.e. many small
areas may contain more species in a limited area than few large ones), fewer large
reserves may be more vulnerable to extinctions o f entire populations when regional
stochasticity is strong and when contagious threatening processes (e.g. diseases and
fires) occur (Burgman et al. 1993). If, on the other hand, regional stochasticity is low,
then large reserves may minimise the likelihood o f density-dependent extinctions and do
more to help sustain viable populations o f species.

In practice, unless conservation planners are able to convert some o f their assumptions
into an explicit and measurable currency o f conservation success (e.g. probabilities o f
persistence) area-selection decisions are doomed to be determined mainly by monetary
and socio-political considerations. This may lead to an inefficient use o f resources and
to conservation outcomes that are likely to be suboptimal for the goal o f species
persistence.

Structure of the thesis
The two problems outlined here, namely uncertainty about where species occur and
uncertainty about where species will persist, are investigated in the chapters o f this
thesis.

Chapter 2 starts by asking whether complementary areas for terrestrial vertebrates in
Europe biases selection to marginal populations. I discuss some o f the possible reasons
that may cause complementary areas to select preferentially for species at the margins o f
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their ranges, and relate these observations to conventional wisdom in conservation
biology that representing species at the core o f species geographical ranges is more
likely to reduce the species’ local probabilities o f extinction.

Chapters 3 to 5 are concerned with the development o f a species-based framework to
incorporate criteria for persistence into quantitative area-selection methods for
biodiversity conservation, when only data for species’ occurrences and environmental
variation are available. The framework has three steps: (1) fit models explaining current
occurrences o f species in terms o f spatial pattern and environmental association; (2)
transform current probabilities o f occurrence into estimates o f persistence using
available information on expected threats and species’ vulnerability; (3) select
complementarity areas to ensure high estimates o f persistence for each species. Chapter
3 formalises the framework and provides an example using coarse-scale data for
European trees, without threat data (i.e. step 2). Chapter 4 provides an empirical test o f
the idea that selecting areas with higher probabilities o f occurrence for species would
reduce the probability o f local extinctions, and therefore maximise the probability that
species persisted in reserves. For this purpose I use distribution atlas records for
breeding passerine birds in Britain, in two time periods with an interval o f
approximately 30 years. Chapter 5 compares alternative methods o f combining threat
and vulnerability for improving estimates o f persistence from simple geographical (or
environmental) core-periphery models.

In chapter 6 , 1 address the problem o f area selection when species’, locational data are
not available. The performance o f environmental diversity as a surrogate for species
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diversity (among plants and terrestrial vertebrates) in Europe is investigated and
compared to random selection models.

Finally, in chapter 7, I return to the specific questions raised in the introduction. I
review the most important findings o f the thesis, examine prospects for future research,
and discuss the limits and opportunities o f using quantitative area-selection methods in
conservation planning.
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2

Complementarity and range
margins

Introduction
Reserve selection techniques based on complementarity seek to maximise representation of
biodiversity within the limitations o f cost (e.g. Margules & Pressey, 2000). These methods
are specifically tailored to problems o f representation and are more efficient than scoring
procedures, such as hotspots of richness or rarity (e.g. Pressey & Nicholls, 1989; Williams
et al. 1996, 2000; Reid, 1998; Araujo, 1999). For example, in the US, complementaritybased reserve selection techniques have been coupled with ‘gap analysis’ to prioritise the
selection o f additional areas for conservation (Kiester et al. 1996). In Australia, federal and
state governments use complementarity in the decision process to negotiate long-term
agreements for forest reserves (Finkel, 1998; Pressey, 1998). Fine-grained demographic and
genetic data for different taxonomic groups are usually unavailable, so complementary
areas (also called ‘hotspots’ of complementarity by Dobson et al. 1997) are often selected
without an explicit treatment of persistence (but see Kershaw et al. 1995; Turpie, 1995;
Nicholls, 1998; Williams, 1998; Cowling et al. 1999). All other factors being equal, we
might hope that complementary hotspots perform at least as well as areas chosen at random
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in terms o f the expected persistence o f species. However, Branch et al. (1995) suggested
that this might not always be the case. In this chapter, I investigate their report that
complementarity-based reserve selection algorithms could have the effect o f selecting areas
preferentially for populations in the margins o f species’ ranges and discuss the likely
consequences this may have for species persistence.

Branch et al. (1995) studied a small group o f just 20 species o f tortoises and terrapins in
southern Africa; their observations were also limited to selecting a small number of
reserves (i.e. 8). However, if complementary hotspots were generally more likely to be
selected within the margins o f species’ ranges, then a criticism could be made that the
populations’ chosen might have relatively poor prognoses for persistence. This is because
population densities are often expected to be lower (e.g. Brown, 1984; Caughley et al.
1988; Lawton, 1995) and more variable (Cumutt et al. 1996) near the periphery o f the
range. As a result, peripheral populations might be less resilient to stochastic threatening
processes than peripheral populations (Cumutt et al. 1996), increasing the risk o f extinction
(e.g. Goodman, 1987). Consistent with this prediction, Griffith et al. (1989) showed that
attempts to reintroduce birds and mammals into the cores o f their former distributions were
more likely to succeed; and W olf et al. (1996) have reported similar results. Therefore,
selecting areas at the margins o f species’ contemporary ranges might compromise the
ultimate aim o f biodiversity conservation, which is the persistence o f these species (Frankel
& Soule, 1981).

I test for a bias towards selecting areas within species’ range margins using data for the
distribution o f three groups o f terrestrial vertebrates in Europe. Possible reasons for the
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observed patterns are discussed as well as their implications for species’ persistence and
reserve selection.

Methods
Data
I used atlas records for the occurrence o f 149 species o f amphibians and reptiles (34,137
records; median 82 records per species), 445 breeding birds (291,390 records; median 389
records per species), and 187 mammals (81,309 records; median 187 records per species)
distributed among cells o f a 50-km grid across Europe (Gasc et al. 1997; Hagemeijer &
Blair, 1997; and Mitchell-Jones et al. 1999). Data from these atlases were converted to a
common grid-system based on the one used for the A tla s F lo r a e E u ro p a e a e (Lahti &
Lampinen, 1999). This grid follows the 50-km lines o f the UTM grid, except near the
border of the 6° compensation zones and along the coasts. Conversion was needed because,
although all o f these atlases were based on the UTM 50-km grid, the atlases used different
rules to merge cells near the border o f the 6° compensation zones, and to accommodate
coasts and islands. Where possible, converting data for the selected groups depended on
identifying unique (although sometimes approximate) correspondence between cells in
these grids. The mapped area (2,434 grid cells) excluded most o f the countries o f eastern
Europe and o f the former Soviet Union, where sampling effort is relatively low.
Nonetheless, this remains one o f the world’s most extensive and representative data sets for
terrestrial vertebrates.
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Identifying the core and periphery for individual sp e c ie s
Identifying core and periphery within the range o f a single species is not straightforward,
with many related measures giving only approximate results (e.g. Blackburn et al. 1999).
Empirical studies have shown that population density often decreases from the core o f a
species’ range toward its margins (e.g. Whittaker, 1967; Hengeveld & Haeck, 1981;
Rapoport, 1982; Brown, 1984; Caughley et al. 1988). However, spatial patterns o f density
are often more complex than a gradual decline, with multimodal patterns o f density being
common and perhaps even the norm (Lawton, 1995; Maurer, 1999). While in principle
measuring patterns o f density directly may be preferable to measuring distances to some
central point within the range, in practice suitable estimates o f density are rarely available.

Density is used here in the sense o f the number o f observations within a given area (Lincoln
et al. 1998). Direct counts o f individuals are popular measures o f density at relatively fine
scales. At larger spatial scales, coarser-resolution measures, such as frequency o f
occurrence (e.g. Hengeveld & Haeck, 1981; Gates et al. 1994), or the degree o f aggregation
among records (e.g. Rapoport, 1982; Kunin, 1998), have also been used. Aggregation is
based on both the frequency o f occurrence and the distance amongst records, which can be
measured using contagion indices. These are similar to measures o f aggregation for point
and lattice data, such as Kernel estimation and nearest neighbour measures (e.g. Bailey &
Gatrell, 1995). When dealing with occurrence records within grid cells, contagion can be
measured as:
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cells y a and y b. I used two orders o f neighbours, assigning a weight o f d= 1 to the first-order and a weight of
d=2 to the second-order neighbours. Neighbours in the first order were the 8 adjacent cells touching the
central cell along the edges and at the comers within a rectangular grid. The second order neighbours were
the next group o f cells concentric to first order with 16 grid cells.

A contagious distribution can be defined as a pattern, in which occurrences are more
aggregated or clustered than in a random distribution, so that the presence o f one
occurrence increases the probability o f another occurring nearby (Lincoln et al. 1998).
Contagion index values range between 0% to 100% o f the maximum aggregation possible.
Here, maximum aggregation is expected to occur within the ‘core’ and minimum values
expected to occur within the ‘margins’ o f a species’ range (Fig. 2.1).

Areas with high contagion values can be interpreted in terms o f persistence if three
important ideas are linked. First, spatial aggregation o f records at large scales is predictive
o f density at lower scales (Kunin, 1998). Second, aggregation reflects the response o f
populations to local conditions, and this reflects the extent to which local environments
meet species’ ecological requirements (e.g. Hutchinson, 1957; Hengeveld & Haeck, 1981;
Brown, 1984; Lawton, 1995). Third, the spatial aggregation o f populations is likely to
correlate positively with the ability o f individuals to disperse from one population to
another, which may lead to more stable metapopulations (e.g. Gonzalez et al. 1998).
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Kilometers

Fig. 2.1 - Map showing patterns of core and periphery for a single species, Alpine
chamois Rupicapra rupicapra (Linnaeus, 1758), based on 50 x 50 km atlas grid-cell
records from Mitchell-Jones et al. (1999) using a contagion measure. Contagion scores
are divided into 6 grey-scale classes of approximately equal size by numbers of grid cells
(equal-frequency), so that maximum scores (range core) are shown in black, and
minimum scores (range periphery) are shown in light grey. Scores shown only within
recorded distribution.
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Combining patterns of core and periphery for large numbers of sp ec ies
Measures that quantify distinct aspects o f the core-periphery pattern for large numbers o f
species may be used to explore for shared patterns. There are many possible ways to
combine individual species’ measures o f core and periphery into a single composite
number. The principal problem is that the cores and peripheries for different species do not
coincide, so that any single measure combining core-periphery values among species will
capture one facet o f complex patterns o f covariation. Here I consider two related measures:

(i) Median contagion scores
One way in which combined patterns o f core and periphery may be scored is to plot the
central tendency in the species’ contagion scores for each grid cell. High median contagion
scores identify areas with a high proportion o f species with aggregated distributions. Low
median contagion scores identify areas with a low proportion o f species with aggregated
distributions (and/or a high proportion o f species having scattered distributions). Because
restricted species have generally lower contagion values than the more abundant ones,
contagion scores for all individual species are re-scaled between 0 and 100.

(ii) Range edge scores
Another approach is to identify areas adjacent to many species’ range edges within the grid.
This does not help in identifying areas with cores for many species, but areas with high
scores for these measures are expected to coincide with the distributional margins o f many
species. Counts o f the density o f range edges have often been used to detect transition zones
in the composition o f faunas and floras and here I use a familiar ‘absolute range edges
index’ (see Williams et al. 1999). This index is a simple count o f the number o f species
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with presence/absence differences between each cell and any o f its neighbouring eight cells
within the grid:
Absolute range edges = ^

f ti...8 ( pi,k, pi.o)

(2)

Where p i k is the presence/absence o f species i in the M i o f the eight neighbouring cells (cells 1-8), p i0 is the
presence/absence o f species i in the central cell o f the neighbourhood (cell 0), the simple mismatch function
f(pi h p ii0) is equal to 1 if p i h and p i 0 have different values for any o f the values o f k (1-8) or is equal to 0 if
they have the same value, and S is the total number if species in the database.

Area selection
I selected 211 complementary hotspots {ca. 10% of the grid cells) for each o f the three
groups of terrestrial vertebrates to maximise species’ representation. The number of
hotspots selected is arbitrary, but followed the IUCN recommendation for countries to
establish minimum conservation areas up to ca. 10% o f the their total area (Soule &
Sanjayan, 1998). To solve this maximum-coverage problem (Church et al. 1996), I used a
heuristic technique adapted from the near-minimum-set algorithm o f Margules et al. (1988),
but with: (1) a test to reject any areas that in hindsight are redundant; and (2) a re-ordering
of areas to provide an approximate solution for the kind o f maximum-coverage problem
faced here (see appendix 2.1. for a full description o f the algorithm).

Randomisation tests
Two tests were performed. The first test assessed whether for all species combined, scores
for patterns of range core and periphery in the hotspots were higher or lower than expected
by chance. This test was implemented by selecting 211 areas (i.e. grid cells) randomly
without replacement 1000 times and then comparing the median value observed from
complementary hotspots with the frequency distribution o f values for each measure
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(median contagion and range edges) obtained by simulated random selection. Observed
contagion values below the lower 5% tail o f the random distribution indicated that hotspots
were located at the peripheries of combined species range-scores more often than expected
by chance (single-tailed, /?<0.05). Observed range-edge values above the upper 95% tail of
random indicated hotspots were located in areas o f transition between biotas more often
than expected by chance (single-tailed, p<0.05).

The second test assessed whether for each individual species, the observed central tendency
in values o f contagion within hotspots was lower than expected by chance. Within the 211
selected areas, the number o f occurrences n o f each species was counted. For each species,
the respective number o f areas n was drawn from within species’ distribution and the mean
contagion score among these areas calculated. This was repeated 1000 times to generate an
expected frequency distribution for the mean contagion score for each species when
selecting n areas from within its range. An observed mean contagion value within the lower
5% tail o f this distribution indicate that areas are tending to be selected in the range
periphery for this species (single-tailed p < 0.05).

Data handling procedures, the contagion and range-edge measures, area selection, and the
random simulation, were implemented within the WORLDMAP software (Williams 1999).
This is an interactive system for exploring different aspects o f spatial pattern in biological
data, particularly in the analysis of biodiversity. It is used within the Natural History
Museum (London), as a specialised, high-speed DSS for developing biodiversity
assessment methods, rather than a general-purpose Geographic Information System (GIS)
that duplicates the database and cartographic support provided by other systems.
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Results
Combining patterns of core and periphery
For all three groups o f vertebrates there is a pattern o f increasing density o f species’ range
edges (Fig. 2.2 column 2) and decreasing contagion values (Fig. 2.2 columns 1) along the
mountain ranges of Spain (e.g. Cantabrian, Sierra de Gredos and Sierra Nevada), the
Pyrenees, the Alps, and the Balkan peninsula. As expected, the range-edge measure is
negatively correlated with the contagion measure, supporting the idea that areas with high
spatial turnover among species should coincide with the range margins o f many species
(Table 2.1). These cells with low contagion and high density o f range edges also coincide
with some of the major European centres o f endemism (Akeroyd & Heywood, 1994;
Gaston & David, 1994; Dennis & Williams, 1995; Williams et al. 2000), which are located
predominantly in southern Europe and in the mountains. In agreement with this observation
I found a positive correlation between species range edges and density o f restricted rangesize species (measured as the sum o f the inverse range size values for each species) for
mammals (Spearman rank correlation, rs=0.43, p < 0 .0 0 \) and amphibians and reptiles ( r s
=0.73, /?<0.001). This relationship is not apparent for birds ( r s =0.063, /K 0.001), although
this might be explained by their strong dispersal abilities and low endemism within Europe
(Long et al. 1996). Indeed, birds have the largest median range size from these data (see
data).
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Herptiles

Birds

M am m als

Median contagion

R ange ed g es

Complementarity hotspots

Fig. 2.2. Maps summarising patterns of core-periphery for many species among 50 * 50
km atlas grid cells using median contagion and range edges for the three groups of
terrestrial vertebrates in Europe. The location of complementary hotspots is also shown.
Quantitative scores were divided into 33 equal-frequency colour classes with maximum
scores shown in red and minimum (non-zero) scores in blue. High scores among the
contagion measure indicate the predominance of species range cores and minimum
scores indicate the predominance of range peripheries. The colour scale for the range
edges measure was inverted so that high rates of spatial turnover, i.e. high density of
range edges, are shown in blue and low density of range edges are shown in red.
Svalbard and the Azores are displaced from their true relative position.

Table 2.1. Spearman rank correlation coefficients (rs) for comparison of grid-cell scores for
jnedian contagion and range edges. All coefficients are formally significant at p < 0.001,
but the data points are not independent and the probabilities of these associations being
due to chance are confounded by spatial autocorrelation.
Group

C o rre la tio n c o e ffic ie n t

M a m m als

-0.50

B ird s

-0.44

H e rp tile s

-0.24

Complementary hotpots and range margins
The randomisation tests for the combined species measures show that hotspots o f
complementarity are located in the range margins for many species, more often than
expected by chance (Table 2.2). For both mammals and birds there is a consistent pattern
(p<0.05) for complementary hotspots to be selected in areas with low combined median
contagion scores. This pattern is not supported for herptiles, although there is a significant
association (p < 0.05) between complementary hotspots selected for herptiles and areas with
high density o f range edges. Hotspots for mammals are also located in areas with many
range edges (p<0.05), although this is not true o f birds (Table 2.2.).
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Table 2.2. Results of a randomisation test to assess whether the observed median
contagion and range-edge values3 obtained for 211 complementary hotspots are
likely to have arisen by chance.
M a m m a ls

B ird s

H e rp tile s

Observed in hotspots

69.2*

86.5*

74.9

Lower 5% tail from random

78.5

89.6

74.6

Observed in hotspots

39.5*

90.7

26.7*

Upper 5% tail from random

37.3

92.9

18.8

Test
M e d ia n c o n ta g io n

R ange edges

a Hotspots are considered to be selected at the margins o f species ranges if the observed values
fall within the lower 5% tail (* p < 0 .05) from the random simulation fo r median contagion; or if it
falls within the upper 5% tail for range edges.

Randomisation tests for individual species show that all species in complementary hotspots
have contagion values lower than expected by chance {p < 0.05), supporting the idea o f a
bias towards the range periphery (Fig 2.3). The cluster o f points close to the lower left o f
Figure 2.3 show that hotspots o f complementarity tend to sample restricted species
disproportionately closer to the edge of the range.
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Fig. 2.3. Ratio between the mean contagion value obtained for each individual species in
the complementary hotspots and the lower 5% threshold value obtained from range
randomisation (see text), against species range size. Each dot is a species. Values above
one would indicate species whose contagion values in hotspots were higher than
expected by chance; values below one are species whose contagion values in hotspots
are lower than expected by chance (preferentially located at the periphery).

Discussion
Complementary hotspots and range margins
I have shown that complementary hotspots tend to select areas near the periphery o f
species’ ranges more often than expected by chance. This bias toward selecting marginal
populations was greater among the more restricted range species. To understand this pattern
it is important to consider some o f the properties o f complementarity and relate them to the
biogeographical factors that are likely to contribute.

Complementarity is the amount that sets o f areas contribute to the representation o f
otherwise unrepresented attributes, such as species (Vane-Wright et al. 1991). Both the
relative number o f attributes in a given area (i.e. alpha-diversity) and the degree o f
difference in attributes between areas (i.e. beta-diversity or spatial turnover) influence
complementarity. In practice, hotspots o f complementarity tend to be located in areas with
high local species richness (because they represent many species in a limited area) and in
areas with many restricted range-size species (because there are fewer options to represent
them and they are less likely to co-occur). The degree to which complementarity-based area
selection is driven by alpha- or beta-diversity is also related to the relative efficiency o f
different heuristic algorithms. ‘Greedy richness’ algorithms select areas by increments in
attribute values such as complementarity richness (e.g. Kirkpatrick, 1983) and are likely to
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be particularly sensitive to local species richness, especially in the first steps o f the
iteration. Conversely, ‘progressive-rarity’ algorithms (see appendix) are more sensitive to
the location o f the most restricted species. As expected, randomisation tests (not shown)
show that hotspots o f complementarity, for all groups, have more restricted species than
expected by chance (p<0.05). However, only complementary hotspots for mammals are
located within areas with high species richness (p<0.05); for birds they are preferentially
located in areas with low species richness (p<0.05); and for herptiles there is no significant
relationship with richness.

There are many possible mechanisms likely to cause complementary hotspots to coincide
with species range margins, some of which are spatially coincident, making it difficult to
disentangle the causes and effects of the observed bias. For example, complementary
hotspots may coincide with a high density o f range edges because o f Odum’s (1971) ‘edge
effect’ of increasing species richness as a result o f the spatial overlap o f range margins o f
species from neighbouring assemblages. At large biogeographical scales, ‘edge effects’
may be related to broad patterns of spatial turnover among species, such as latitudinal
gradients o f richness and species replacement (e.g. Williams et al. 1999); or may be due to
more local patterns of turnover associated to altitudinal gradients. Mountains may act as
barriers to dispersal between biogeographical units (e.g. the Alps and the Pyrenees), so they
are likely to circumscribe the edge o f many species ranges (especially those with poor
dispersal abilities). Simultaneously, richness in mountainous regions may be boosted in part
by the ‘edge effect’ resulting from overlaps in species’ altitudinal replacements (e.g.
Stevens, 1992; Rahbek, 1995).
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Another reason for coincidence between complementary hotspots and a high density of
range edges is the positive correlation between the distribution o f restricted species and
concentrations of marginal populations. This correlation may occur for at least two reasons.
First, it could be an artefact o f the way range sizes are measured. If many species are on the
edge of their ranges in Europe, then the edges o f the region will have many species that
appear to have small ranges, but are widespread in other regions. This is likely to have been
a factor in Branch et al.'s (1995) analysis, where many marginal populations were selected
on the border between South Africa and Mozambique. The data show similar patterns on
the eastern and southern borders o f Europe, where many complementary hotspots were
selected (Fig. 2.2.).

Second, areas with many restricted-range-size species (e.g. areas o f narrow endemism)
might score highly for edge density simply because edges may be closer together for the
more restricted species. In Europe, a disproportionate number o f restricted species occurs in
mountains. This may be due to climatic isolation o f mountain tops (which tends to reduce
dispersal) or to strong environmental gradients (often from arid to wet and from warm to
cold within very short vertical distances), which constrain ranges according to individual
species’ environmental tolerances. Mountains may also harbour endangered populations o f
once-widespread species that survive currently in only a few relatively undisturbed areas
(e.g. Brown Bear U rsus a rc to s Linnaeus 1758, and W olf C anis lu p u s Linnaeus 1758); this
pattern is particularly important in Europe where most o f the lowlands have been converted
to agricultural and urban uses. However, it is important to note that some o f the most
restricted species may not have a measurable pattern o f core-periphery within their ranges
at the 50 km-grid cell scale. Rather than measuring range periphery for the most restricted
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species, the range edge measure may simply be capturing a pattern o f coincidence among
endemic species ranges.

Implications for conservation
Choosing areas for conservation where many species are within the margins o f their range
may not be a bad thing when this is necessary to represent in many endemic and vulnerable
species in what is left o f their historical ranges. Channell and Lomolino showed that species
often persist at the edges of their historical distributions, even when populations at the core
are extirpated (Lomolino & Channell, 1995; Channell & Lomolino, 2000a,b). This pattern
of range collapse away from the apparently more favourable core might be expected for at
least two reasons. First, if threatening processes are spatially autocorrelated, then it is likely
that impacts spread contagiously, like a disease, across geographical space (e.g. Burgman et
al. 1993; Lomolino & Channell, 1995). Even if a contagious process o f extinction starts at
one periphery o f a species range (as predicted by theory), it is likely that the last population
to be affected will be a distant or isolated population, probably located at the opposite edge
of the range (Channel & Lomolino, 2000b). It follows that the effect o f contagion from
threatening processes is likely to be higher in dense and interconnected populations within
the core than in sparse and isolated populations in the range margins (Burgman et al. 1993).
Second, because o f their genetic isolation and exposure to different selection pressures,
peripheral populations may be more resistant to extinction due to environmental change.
For example, Kark et al. (1999) have shown that populations o f Chukar partridge (A le c to ris
ch u k a r)

in Israel have their highest overall genetic diversity (as well as unique alleles) in an

area of transition between ecosystems, where a sharp environmental gradient exists. If this
pattern of increasing genetic diversity in apparently suboptimal conditions holds for a wider
variety taxa and regions, we might expect marginal populations to be important to
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maximise intraspecific variation and therefore increase the species’ ability to survive
environmental changes (e.g. Lessica & Allendorf, 1995).

The observations of Channel and Lomolino do not contradict the idea that central
populations are more abundant (e.g. Brown. 1984; Caughley et al. 1988; Lawton, 1995) and
less variable (Cumutt et al. 1996) than peripheral populations. However, they reinforce the
idea that peripheral populations rather than being the ‘land o f the living dead’ (e.g. W olf et
al. 1996) may provide valuable opportunities to conserve species (Channell & Lomolino,
2000a,b), especially when contagious threats and environmental change are important
factors shaping current and future distributions.

The problem remains whether greater priority should be given to central or peripheral
populations in area selection. Ideally, both should be included in conservation area
networks to cover both current and future issues o f persistence. Normally, the larger the
overall area devoted to ‘in-situ’ conservation, the more species are expected to persist (e.g.
Soule & Sanjayan, 1988). However, resources available for conservation are scarce and
increasing the representation target for one set o f species often implies a reduction in the
representation for others. In moving from a single-species conservation to the broader
problem of maximising representation o f the biodiversity in conservation area networks,
one might need to choose between one option (e.g. select for core populations) or the other
(e.g. select for peripheral populations). If the option is to favour central populations a
possible solution is to constrain selection o f complementary hotspots to areas near the core
o f each individual species ranges (e.g. Nicholls, 1998; Williams, 1998).
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One of the likely outcomes o f adding additional constraints to area selection is a reduction
in area efficiency (e.g. Nicholls & Margules, 1993; Nantel et al. 1998; Nicholls, 1998;
Pressey & Logan, 1998; Cowling et al. 1999; see also Chapter 3). This means that
constraining the algorithms to favour selection o f central populations will produce solutions
that are either more expensive (if we accept an increase in budget), or that represent fewer
species (if the budget remains the same). The appropriate trade-off between cost,
representation, and persistence o f biodiversity needs to be addressed more explicitly if
conservation strategies are to be effective (e.g. Margules & Pressey, 2000). In Chapter 3 I
will investigate approaches to optimise cost and conservation return, measured in terms of
expected patterns o f species’ persistence. These goals are more explicitly targeted towards
the ultimate aim o f biodiversity conservation, which is persistence o f valued biodiversity
(Frankel & Soule, 1981).
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Appendix 2.1. A set of rules for selecting a given number (n) of hotspots of
complementary in order to provide a near-maximum coverage of species. In this context,
‘areas’ are grid cells, and the ‘rarest species’ is taken to be the one with the fewest grid
cell records.
Step

1

Rule

select all areas for species that are more restricted than the representation goal (for representing all species at
least once, this means selecting all areas with unique species records)

2

the following rules are applied repeatedly until all species are represented -

A

select areas with the greatest complementary richness in just the rarest species (ignoring less rare
species), if there are ties (areas with equal scores), then:

B

select areas among ties with the greatest complementary richness in the next-rarest species and so on,
if there are persistent ties, then:

C

select areas among persistent ties with the lowest grid-cell number
(this is an arbitrary rule, used rather than random choice among ties in order to ensure repeatability in
tests;
other criteria, such as proximity to previously selected cells, or number of records in surrounding cells,
can be substituted)

(repeat steps A-C until all species are represented)

3

identify and reject any areas that in hindsight are unnecessary to represent all species

4

repeat steps 1-3 for representing every species at least once, twice and so on, until the requirednumber of
areas, n, is attained or exceeded, disregarding all areas selected in one iteration before moving to the next

5

re-order areas by complementary richness
if before all areas are re-ordered the complementary richness reaches all species, or if the maximum
complementary richness increment declines to 0, continue to re-sequence areas by re-setting the cumulative
richness to 0 (ignoring previously re-ordered areas, species more restricted than a particular multiple
representation target, and species that are already represented the required number of times within smaller
sets), and starting again with scoring complementary richness from the current position on the area list,
repeating this re-setting as often as necessary to re-order all areas
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3

Selecting areas for species
persistence using occurrence
data

Introduction
The purpose o f a conservation network is ultimately to ensure persistence o f valued
biodiversity (Frankel & Soule, 1981). Persistence is affected by processes depending on
both intrinsic (e.g. Soule, 1987; ecological, demographic and genetic) and extrinsic (e.g.
Lande, 1998; habitat clearance and degradation, overexploitation, introduced species)
factors. Since these processes differ in spatial and temporal patterns, it is important to
address, explicitly, issues o f persistence when selecting areas for conserving biodiversity.

Most quantitative area-selection methods for biodiversity have not dealt with this problem.
Research has focused primarily on exploring methods to maximise representation o f
biodiversity in conservation networks (for reviews see Austin & Margules, 1986; Pressey et
al. 1993). One criticism is that simple complementarity-based algorithms may fail to select
areas where species have higher probabilities o f persistence (e.g. Nicholls, 1998; Williams,
1998), thereby compromising the ultimate purpose o f selection. For example, Branch et al.
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(1995) reported that near-minimum set algorithms when applied to tortoise and terrapin
data, in southern Africa, had the effect o f selecting preferentially for populations at the
margins o f species’ ranges. In chapter I 2 have shown that, in Europe, this pattern is
consistent for a wide variety o f terrestrial vertebrates and plants (but see Lesica &
Allendorf, 1995; Lomolino & Channell, 1995; and Channel & Lomolino, 2000a, b; for a
debate on the conservation value o f peripheral versus core populations). In order to
minimise dispersion of selected areas (Bedward et al. 1992), Nicholls & Margules (1993)
addressed the consequences o f incorporating rules to find solutions that favour adjacent
areas. Whether or not this is desirable depends on the taxa and on a particular position
within the SLOSS (single large or several small) debate (e.g. Diamond, 1975; Simberlof &
Abele, 1976; or Shrader-Frechette & McCoy, 1993 for a review).

Recent attempts to incorporate criteria for persistence into standard quantitative area
selection methods have used abundance as a means to estimate probability o f persistence,
but in two different ways. The first is to use the proportion o f the total population that
occurs within an area. For example, a wetland o f international importance (RAMSAR site)
is classified if it holds a high proportion o f the total population o f waterfowl in the World
(>1%) or if it holds a specified number o f individuals, e.g., 10,000 ducks, geese and swans,
10,000 coots, or 20,000 waders (IWRB, 1981). The principle o f proportional abundance
amongst areas has also been applied to stream fish in the USA to identify ‘centres of
population density’ (Winston & Angermeier, 1995). The link between abundance and
persistence is an intuitive one; the larger the number o f individuals o f a species that are
secured in protected areas, the greater the probability that the species will survive. The
second approach is to use local abundance, usually measured as the number o f individuals
per unit area (i.e., density), or species’ frequency o f occurrence within a given area. In
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South Africa, two case studies used quantitative methods to choose areas amongst those
with higher local abundances for waterfowl (Turpie, 1995) and large herbivores (Nicholls,
1998). This measure is thought to be negatively related to probability o f local extinction
where this results from demographic and environmental stochasticity (Lawton, 1995;
Johnson, 1998). One o f the problems with abundance data is that it may be difficult to
obtain comparable estimates for the majority o f taxa in most parts o f the world.

Quantitative area-selection methods could accommodate constraints for persistence if
appropriate data were available. In this chapter, I develop a framework for introducing
criteria for persistence in situations where decisions must rely on records o f occurrence
alone for large numbers o f species. For most organisms in most parts o f the world this may
be the best that we can hope to have for supporting conservation planning (e.g. Jaarsveld et
al. 1998). I use European trees as an example, although the general framework is applicable
to other taxa and other spatial scales.

In particular, I ask: (i) how do three methods perform when their ability to explain current
occurrences o f trees in Europe is compared?; (ii) how do estimates o f persistence change
for species in areas chosen using persistence-area-constrained selection compared to areas
chosen using simple area-constrained selection?; and (iii) how do efficiency and flexibility
change when additional criteria for persistence are incorporated into area selection?
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Description of the framework
The proposed framework includes three steps (Fig. 3.1). The first step seeks models to
explain occurrence o f species in areas as an estimate o f their suitability. The models may
use sets of variables representing variations in habitat suitability across a species’ range,
and/or may use patterns o f spatial aggregation among species’ records. Then, probabilities
o f occurrence are converted into estimates o f persistence by combining available
information on extrinsic threats and species’ vulnerabilities. If these are unknown or
unpredictable, then estimates of persistence may have to be based on current probabilities
o f occurrence alone. Finally, areas are chosen using only records for species where, from
these estimates, they are expected to persist.

Modelling occurrence

Step 1

based on habitat suitability and/or dispersal

Step 2

Predicting persistence
using information on threats and species vulnerability

Selecting areas

Step 3

for persistence, cost-efficiency, flexibility, and accountability

Fig. 3.1. A framework for introducing persistence into quantitative area selection methods.

Step 1 - M o d e llin g o cc u rre n c e

I begin by fitting models to explain species’ occurrence based on intrinsic factors affecting
the range. Occurrence (OccurU/) is the property o f species i being present in an area a at
time t. Persistence refers to the occurrence o f species i in area a both at times t Q and tn.
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Intrinsic factors affecting occurrence are also likely to affect persistence. They include: (A)
local-intrinsic factors, such as the probability o f occurrence o f suitable habitat p(Suit
and (B) regional-intrinsic factors such as the probability o f colonisation from other areas
p(Col

With these factors, I can produce at least three models o f occurrence (model

A; model B; model A+B):

M odel A

assumes that the probability o f occurrence o f a species is a function o f the

probability o f occurrence o f suitable habitat:

p(0ccur,al) = /(p(Suit,„,))

(1)

This model uses the concept of ‘niche’ or species’ environmental tolerances to predict
where, within an /i-dimensional space o f environmental factors, species have higher
probabilities of occurrence. It is assumed that species are nearly at equilibrium with their
environment, and that the closer a species is to the centre o f the environmental space it
occupies, the closer it is to its optimum. In this model, changes in the species’ probabilities
of occurrence are associated with changes in habitat suitability. This includes the amount
and quality o f resources available, which can be associated both with local abundance and
with the ability o f areas to support populations in the long-term.

Where possible, conservation areas should be selected on the basis o f observed records of
occurrence rather than on predictions. Otherwise, there is a risk o f areas being selected on
the basis of erroneous predictions o f occurrence that may introduce an additional (and
unnecessary) level o f uncertainty into area selection. Therefore, only probability values
associated with an occurrence record are considered here. This means that probability
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values among observed occurrences are interpreted as indicative o f the degree to which an
area a is suitable for a species i, rather than indicative of the species’ likelihood o f
occurrence in that area.

M odel B

assumes that the probability o f occurrence o f a species is a function o f the

probability that an area a is colonised by individuals o f species i from any area b :

P(Occur

= /(p(C ol

(2)

Probabilities o f colonisation may be correlated with density o f other populations in an area.
Estimates of colonisation are predictive if they concern the probabilities that area a , with no
(or unknown) records o f occurrence, is colonised from any area b. The model is explanatory
when colonisation scores are only considered for areas that have occurrence records. Within
a metapopulation framework, these may be interpreted as probabilities o f recolonisation,
and therefore may be related to probabilities o f persistence.

M odel A +B

assumes that the probability o f occurrence o f a species is as a function o f both

the occurrence o f suitable habitat and the ability o f species to disperse from one area to
another.

(3 )

This model brings the assumptions from models A and B together and therefore it is
expected to relate closely to the ‘source-sink’ model. It should be noted that both the
presence of suitable habitat (Model A) and increased likelihood o f colonisation in an area

(Model B) are likely to correlate to some extent with local abundance. Consequently, any o f
these models should be inversely related to the probability o f local extinction from
demographic and environmental stochasticity.

Step 2

- P re d ic tin g p e rs is te n c e

Because intrinsic factors affecting occurrence are also likely to affect persistence, models o f
occurrence can be used as approximate estimates for local persistence when environmental
conditions are assumed to be stable, or when information on threat or change is unavailable.
If information on extrinsic threatening processes and species’ vulnerability were available,
then probabilities of occurrence could be transformed into more refined predictions o f
persistence. Threats (Threat,,,) can be defined as extrinsic human and stochastic natural
adverse events occurring in area a within time t. Vulnerability (Vuln,) refers to the
susceptibility o f species i to those threats. An estimate o f the local added risk can be
obtained by combining predicted threats to areas (Threat,,,) with the species’ vulnerability
to those threats (Vuln,):

Added Risk,-a, = f ( p ( Threat,.,), p(Vuln,))

(4)

Risk assessment consists in estimating the probability and severity o f an adverse event. In
the context o f conservation biology, it deals with the effect o f various events on the chance
that a population will become extinct. This requires that two factors are combined: the
probability that added risks to persistence will occur and the probability that it will lead to
extinction — or non-occurrence (1-Occur,,,)— o f the local population:

Extinction R isk,,, = f ( p (Added Risk, , ,),/?(!-Occur, , ,))

( 5)
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Estimates of probabilities o f persistence can then be calculated:

p(Persistu ,)= 1- (Extinction Risk(fl,)

Step 3

(6)

- S e le ctin g areas f o r p e rs is te n c e

Existing area-selection methods can be adapted easily to identify representative
conservation area-networks to ensure high estimates o f persistence from the models.
Alternatively, optimising algorithms or heuristics that seek a goal defined in terms o f
probability (e.g. Williams & Araujo, 2000) could be used. Here, one o f the most popular
heuristic (near-optimal) methods is adapted, by considering areas as candidates for selection
only when they exceed threshold estimates o f persistence.

Data
Species distribution
As an example, I consider 174 native tree species and sub-species distributed across
Europe. This covers most o f the important timber taxa o f Europe, including all o f the
gymnosperm softwoods (Pinales, Taxales and Gnetales) and hardwoods (Salicales,
Myricales, Juglandales and Fagales) (Humphries et al. 1999). The species-presence data are
a sub-set o f A tla s F lo ra e E u ro p a e a e (AFE) (Jalas & Suominen, 1972-94; volumes 1-11),
which was digitized by Lahti & Lampinen (1999). The AFE data set provides distribution
maps for ca. 20% (3032 species) of the European vascular plants. D ata are located in 4419
UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) 50 by 50 km grid cells. Trees were chosen because:
(i) their distribution and ecology is relatively well know as compared to other plant taxa;
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(ii) their richness is correlated (Spearman correlation rh o = 0.80,/? < 0.001) with the overall
richness o f the AFE data set; (iii) they are long-lived organisms and their distribution is
relatively stable in comparison with some other groups.

Environmental data
Six environmental variables were selected and converted from 0.5° latitude-longitude maps
to UTM 50 by 50 km grid cells. These were mean annual precipitation (Legates & Wilmott,
1990a); mean temperature in January and July (Legates & Wilmott, 1990b); mean potential
evapotranspiration (PET) in January and July (Ahn & Tateishi, 1994); and altitude above
sea level. These are variables known to limit the occurrence and survival o f large quantities
of species (Whittaker, 1975), and are often used for predictive modelling (e.g. Huntley et al.
1995; Hill et al. 1999). Data on PET and altitude were obtained from the UNEP-GRLD
(http://www.grid.unep.ch). Temperature and precipitation were extracted from NOOA
(http://flp.nhdc.noaa.gov/Solid_Earth/CD_ROMS/EcosystemA/).

Data

were

resampled

with the GIS package IDRISI (Eastman, 1996). Soil data are not included because they
would add more than 100 categorical variables and hence the number o f observations
needed to model the species adequately.

Methods
Models of occurrence
The three models of occurrence described above (model A; model B; model A+B) were
fitted for comparison:
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M odel A (Suitability)

A broad range o f quantitative techniques is available to explore the correlation between
response and explanatory variables which, therefore, could be used explain' species
occurrences. These empirical modelling techniques include, for example, decision trees
(e.g. Breiman et al. 1984 ), direct gradient analysis (e.g. Austin, 1985; Ter Braak &
Prentice, 1988), generalised linear models (GLMs - e.g. Nicholls, 1989; Austin et al. 1990),
general additive models (GAM - Hastie & Tibshirani, 1990), genetic algorithms (Holland,
1992), neural nets (e.g. Caudill, 1990), and similarity-based techniques (e.g. Carpenter et al.
1993). For model A, I used GLMs with a logistic function to summarise species’
distribution across variation in the selected explanatory variables. This is a powerful
method for when the response variable is binary, i.e. presence-absence (Austin et al. 1984;
ter Braak & Looman, 1986). The error distribution is assumed to be binomial and the data
are logit transformed. The statistical package SPSS (Norusis, 1994) was used to construct
individual MLR models for each o f the 174 European trees. This is expressed using the
formula:

r

log

\
Pa

= a

+/?„env<

(7)

\ X~PaJ

Where p a is the probability of occurrence o f a species in area a , in relation to a coefficient
p n of environmental

variables (enva); a is a constant.

M odel B (Contagion)

The likelihood that an area a is colonised by individuals in any area b can be related to the
number and distance o f species’ occurrence records in the neighbourhood o f area a.
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Contagion measures the degree of aggregation among spatial attributes (O’Neill et al.
1988).

When dealing with species’ occurrence records in grid cells, this can be expressed as a
weighted average o f the number of occupied grid cells amongst a set o f kb neighbours o f the
grid-cell y a. The weight given to the grid-cell y h is w ab = \ / d ab, where dab is the distance
between grid-cells Ya and Yb. For this particular example, I used two orders o f neighbours,
assigning a weight o f d = 1 to the first-order, i.e. the all eight adjacent cells touching the
central cell along the edges and at the comers, and a weight o f d = 2 to the second-order
neighbours, i.e. the next group of sixteen cells concentric to first order neighbours.

K

£ K M
C o n ta g io n

=

(8)

£*u
6=1

This measure o f contagion assumes that probabilities o f colonisation are both dependent on
density o f occurrences and on the distance between areas. Therefore, it ignores important
biological aspects, such as a species’ mode o f dispersal, that will determine the speed and
ease with which a species disperses and is able to colonise suitable areas (Burgman et al.
1993). An example showing how contagion scores are calculated from records for grid cells
is shown in Figure 3.2. Because I consider scores only where occurrences are recorded,
these are expected to be related to probabilities o f recolonisation.
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Fig. 3.2. a) Presence absence records on grid-cells; b) Contagion scores calculated for
each grid-cell using equation 1. Values from equation 8 are multiplied by 100 so that
maximum score is 100 when all 24 neighbour cells have presence records.

M o d e l A + B (S uitab ility + C ontagion)

MLRs including both environmental variables and a covariate term for contagion were
fitted. These models follow previous applications to account for spatial autocorrelation in
logistic modelling (Smith, 1993; Augustin et al. 1996) and are known as autologistic
models. This takes the form of an extended MLR with a covariate for contagion:

log

=

a +/?„env„ + /3nhlcontagion

(9)

C om p arin g m o d els
The parameters for models A and A+B were estimated using direct logistic regressions
(entering all explanatory variables at once). This method has the advantage (over forward or
backward methods) of allowing simple comparisons to be made between models (Fielding
& Haworth, 1995 and references therein). The disadvantage is that parsimony is not
guaranteed. The null hypothesis that coefficients are equal to zero was tested using the
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univariate Wald statistics. This is a significance test applicable when all variables have a
degree o f freedom equal to one and is calculated as the square o f the ratio o f the logistic
coefficient to its standard error. The contribution of each variable to the model was
determined by the R statistic (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 1989; Norusis, 1994). In order to
assess the overall importance o f the explanatory variables for all species in each model a
simple count o f significant occurrences for each variable in the models was carried out.
This allowed for a comparison o f the changing weight o f each variable in the two models.

Since detailed information on the local expected persistence for species is usually
unavailable, the model’s quantitative error (real minus predicted) cannot usually be
assessed directly. Hence the performance o f the models is compared for their qualitative
error or misclassification rate (observed minus predicted). Goodness-of-fit between the
three models was compared using a threshold probability value o f 0.5 to predict detection
and classification tables for all 174 species’ models were constructed (table 3.1). Two
prediction errors were considered (Fielding & Bell, 1997): type I and type II errors. Type I
errors occur when the model predicts presence and the species is absent (false positives or
overestimation). Type II errors occurs when models predict absence and the species is
present (false negatives or underestimation).
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Table 3.1. Classification table: a method to measure misclassification rates or qualitative
errors in the models
Predicted classification
T rue classification

Absent

Present

Absent

c o rre c t

Type I

Present

T ype I I

c o rre c t

A general assessment o f fit for each o f the three models was obtained by averaging the
proportion o f misclassified and correctly classified grid cells for all species. The
performance of a model was considered to improve when the number o f unexplained
observations in the response variable was reduced, i.e. reducing type II errors.

Area selection
Near-minimal combinations of areas were selected to represent all tree species (the
minimum-set problem) using the popular progressive rarity algorithm o f Margules et al.
(1988). The algorithm starts by selecting all areas with taxa that are equally or more
restricted than the representation goal. For example, for a goal o f representing each species
at least once, it begins by selecting all areas that have species recorded in only one grid cell.
Then the algorithm follows a simple set o f rules, applied iteratively to select areas richest in
the rarest taxa. First it selects grid cells with the greatest complementary richness in just the
rarest taxa (ignoring other taxa). If there are ties, it proceeds by selecting areas among ties
that are richest in the next-rarest taxa. I f there are still ties, it then selects those areas among
ties with the lowest grid-cell number. This is an arbitrary rule used in place o f random
choice among ties in order to ensure repeatability in tests. Finally these are repeated as
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necessary until the representation goal is achieved. A test is performed to reject any grid
cell that in hindsight is redundant to the selected goal.

The Margules et al. (1988) algorithm was modified to provide an approximation to a
maximum coverage problem (Church et al. 1996): to maximise the representation o f species
within a given area-budget. For this goal, steps one to three were repeated until the required
number of areas was attained or exceeded. A final re-ordering o f areas by complementary
richness was made to provide an approximate solution to the maximum-coverage problem.

The results o f choosing areas using the simple A re a -C o n s tra in e d (AC) method are
compared to those of choosing areas using the proposed P e rs is te n c e -A re a -C o n s tra in e d
(PAC) method. This is done by (i) restricting analysis to areas with existing sample records
(i.e. realised probabilities o f occurrence); (ii) re-scaling the probabilities for all individual
taxa to scores between 0 and 1 (this is simply a crude device to allow the heuristic areaselection algorithm to ‘see’ the best areas for all o f the species, even when not all species
have local probability estimates above 0.95); and by (iii) restricting selection to candidate
areas with re-scaled scores above 0.95 for each taxon (to ensure that the heuristic areaselection algorithm can ‘see’ o n ly the best areas for every species).

The consequence o f including additional constraints for persistence on the results o f area
selection is assessed using the probability scores without the re-scaling required for the
heuristic algorithm. In order to assess the overall expected persistence within the area
network, the top probabilities for each taxon are combined with the scores among other
records in the area-set. Probabilities are combined by calculating the probabilities o f non
occurrence for each record:
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p (n o n

occur) = 1 - p (o c c u r)

(10)

and then finding the product for the area-set. The product among probabilities o f non
occurrence for each species are then back-transformed to provide an estimate o f the
combined probabilities of occurrence for the entire area set. For example, if a species has
three records in the set and their probabilities o f occurrence are A = 0.98; B = 0.22; C =
0.15; their probability of non-occurrence will be A = 0.02; B = 0.78; C = 0.85; and the
product 0.01. The back-transformed combined estimate would be 0.99 (See Margules &
Nicholls, 1987; and Cocks & Baird, 1989 for similar treatment o f probabilities).

The WORLDMAP software (Williams, 1999) was used to implement data handling
procedures, the contagion measure, comparison o f models, and area selection.
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Results
Fitting th e m o d els
When fitting logistic models (model A), altitude, January temperature, and July temperature
were the most important variables followed by annual precipitation, July PET and January
PET (Fig. 3.3). Adding a covariate for contagion (model A+B) explained a large amount of
unexplained variation in the data (therefore reducing type II errors), suggesting that the
residuals from model A were autocorrelated. However, this did not change the relative
order of importance of each environmental variable.

Fig. 3.3. Frequency with which each covariate term was significant (using Wald statistics)

□ Model A
■ Model A+B

o
Contagion

Altitude

Jan. Temp.

July Temp.

Ann.
Precipit.

July PET

Jan. PET

in explaining the occurrence of a species in the two models.

An example o f application of the three models to one o f the tree species o f the data set
(Quercus coccifera) is shown in Figure 3.4. Both model B (contagion) and model A+B
produced a lower proportion of type I (overestimate predictions) and type II errors
(underestimate predictions) in comparison with model A.
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Fig. 3.4. Distribution records for the Oak Quercus coccifera L. in Europe (black dots) and
persistence estimates from three models (colours): A (logistic model); B (contagion
model); A+B (autologistic model). Probability scores were divided into 33 equal-frequency
colour classes, so that maximum scores are shown in red and minimum scores in blue.
Occurrences with no probability estimates are the residuals from the model (type II error).
Probability estimates with no occurrences are type I errors. A cut off probability score of
0.5 was used to predict detection.
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Figure 3.5 shows the proportion o f type II errors, averaged among all species, for each o f
the three models. This type o f error estimation is particularly useful because it measures the
number o f residuals, or the amount o f unexplained variation in the data; the greater the type
II error, the less realistic the models are. Model A produced a generally greater frequency o f
type II errors (as in the example provided in Figure 3.4). Model A+B was slightly better
than Model B, explaining more variation in the data (a difference o f only 3.49). Type I
errors were similar between model B (median = 0.44) and model A+B (median = 0.42), but
were lower for model A (median = 0.23). Given the better results obtained with model A+B
and the absence o f data on threat and vulnerability, I used this model as an estimate to the
species’ probabilities o f persistence.
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Fig. 3.5. Boxplot comparing the frequency distribution (median percentage, maximum and
minimum range) of type II errors (i.e., present but predicted to be absent) among all 174
European tree species for the three models: A (logistic model), A+B (autologistic model);
and B (contagion model).
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Area selection
The A re a -c o n s tra in e d -N e a r-M in im u m -S e t (AC-NMS) is considered here because it is a
familiar and convenient test case. Twenty-three areas are required for a single
representation o f all taxa based on the original presence data. If selection is constrained to
the top 5% o f re-scaled scores for each individual species, then 49 areas are needed for
representation of all species. This is an increase o f 123% in the number o f areas. Combined
estimates o f persistence for each o f these area-sets are given in Table 3.2. The results o f
running a P e rs is te n c e -A re a -C o n s tra in e d M a xim u m -C o v e ra g e -S o lu tio n (PAC-MCS) with
the same number of areas as the Area-Constrained-Near-Minimum-Set (AC-NMS) is also
shown for comparison. Both PAC solutions yield higher combined probability values than
the simple AC solution, especially for the lower quartile values. Flexibility was reduced as
additional constraints for persistence were considered (Table 3.2).

Table 3.2. Combined probability scores within area sets; the lower quartile, median and
sum, refers to the probability values among all species within the areas selected.
Representation is the proportion of species represented within areas. Flexible choices
refer to the number of equally efficient alternative area set-solutions.
Area sets

Lower quartile

Median

Sum

Representation

Flexible choices

AC-NMS* (23 areas)

0.18

0.95

117.7

100%

4.65E+012

PAC-NMSb (49 areas)

0.95

1

152.2

100%

1.49+015

PAC- MCSC(23 areas)

0.98

1

140.8

84%

5616

aarea-constramed-near-minimum set
bpersistence-area-comtrained-near-minimum set
c persistence-area-constrained-maximum-coverage set
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The improvements from subtracting the combined probabilities o f the PAC to the AC
solution (i.e. prob. PAC minus prob. AC) are indicative o f the difference in the expected
persistence o f species in the area set as a result o f the modelling procedure. Figure 3.6
shows the relationship between this difference and range-size o f trees, measured as the
number o f grid cells occupied within the European Atlas region. The greatest benefits o f the
probability increases from using PAC-NMS versus AC-NMS (Fig. 3.6a) are among rare
taxa. Indeed, species with more than 800 records in Europe were generally not affected by
using a persistence-constrained method. A similar pattern emerges when comparing the
PAC-MCS solution with the AC-NMS (Fig. 3.6b). Here some species show negative values
(reduced persistence values) as a result o f using the PAC-MCS. This is because this
solution does not represent all tree species in the set; especially some taxa with restricted
ranges (those with negative values). As shown in table 3.2, however, the trade-off still
favours the PAC-MCS to the AC-NMS in terms o f the global expected persistence o f
species in the set
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Fig. 3.6. Relationship between increased probabilities from using persistence-areaconstrained (PAC) versus simple area-constrained (AC) area selection techniques and
range size (measured as the number of occupied grid cells): a) persistence-areaconstrained-near-minimum set (PAC-NMS) minus area-constrained-near-minimum set
(AC-NMS); and b) PAC-maximum coverage solution (PAC-MCS) minus AC-NMS with the
same number of areas.
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Discussion
From patterns of occurrence to predictions of persistence
In many situations where there is a need to identify important areas for conserving
biodiversity, detailed demographic and genetic studies are lacking, and often atlas presence
records are the best information available. It would be very helpful if pattern-based
approaches could be used to estimate expected persistence in order to improve on the
extinction prognoses expected from treating all species-presence records as equivalent. This
can be seen as an extension o f the common practice o f modelling species’ expected
occurrences from sample presence data and habitat association data, if two important ideas
are linked. The first is that species have environmental requirements that limit their ability
to persist (e.g. Hutchinson, 1957; Whittaker, 1975) and that populations in the core (or
optimum) o f an «-dimensional space defined by environmental variables are likely to have
higher densities (e.g. Whittaker, 1967; Hengeveld, 1990), so that they should be more
resilient to stochastic variations in the environment near their environmental cores. The
second is that metapopulations should fail to persist where the rate o f local extinction
exceeds the rate of colonisation (Levins, 1969; Puliam, 1988; Hanski & Gilpin, 1991), so
that the potential for colonisation can be related to the density and proximity o f populations
in an area (Gonzalez et al. 1998). This can be modelled from patterns o f aggregation among
occurrences.

In practice, occurrence and persistence o f populations do not depend exclusively on the
intrinsic factors, which are largely governed by genetic, demographic and environmental
processes. External threats (due to both human and natural causes), and the species
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susceptibility to those threats (i.e. vulnerability), may also play a major role in determining
the population’s probabilities o f persistence (e.g. Lande, 1998). Indeed, observations o f
patterns o f range collapse among various taxa and areas (Lomolino & Channel, 1995;
Channel & Lomolino, 2000) showed that populations in the core o f their historical ranges
were often extirpated before populations in the periphery. These authors suggested that this
was due to particular patterns o f contagion among extrinsic threatening factors (see also
Burgman et al. 1993). This pattern does not contradict the idea that suitability may be
higher near the centre o f a species’ distribution within environmental-niche space, even if
this is likely to correspond broadly with the geographical centre o f the range. Nonetheless,
one might expect models to be realistic only if they incorporate the effect o f threatening
processes, as in the framework (see Fig. 3.1). A comparison between simple core-periphery
models and more complex models incorporating vulnerability and threat will allow
comparison and assessment o f its usefulness for application in conservation planning. A
treatment of extrinsic threats will be presented in Chapter 5.

Estimates from core-periphery models assume static conditions, with no temporal turnover
in the distribution o f occurrence and little environmental change or stochasticity. Therefore
they do not provide estimates o f persistence comparable to those o f population viability
analysis (PVA), which often state a specific time interval (usually centuries) as well as an
agreed degree of confidence for the predictions (e.g. Soule, 1987; Durant & Mace, 1994).
However, if appropriate data for both time t0 and t, were available, simple trend analysis
could be implemented using the difference between the probabilities o f occurrence in the
two time t periods that delimit the span relative to the probability value in the earlier o f the
two. Data for these models could be either records o f occurrence at two or more different
time t periods (e.g. Greenwood et al. 1995; Gibbons et al. 1996; Hill et al. 1999), or
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environmental change scenarios allowing for predictions o f future t, distributions to be
made (e.g. Gates et al. 1994; Huntley et al. 1995; Hill et al. 1999). For example, in an area
a,

species i with a probability o f occurrence o f 0.80 in 1980 and 0.30 in 1999 have a decline

o f 62.5% over the 19 year span. Assuming a linear rate o f decline, an average decline o f
3.3% probability of occurrence per year, is expected for this period. At this rate, species i
would be expected to go extinct in 9 years, i.e. in the year 2008. Confidence limits for the
changes can be obtained by bootstrapping (Greenwood et al. 1995). More complex dynamic
models using time series o f population counts could be used if data were available (e.g.
Fagan et al. 1999 and references therein). However, statistical models are not predictive p e r
se ,

even when the slope o f a regression line indicates imminent extinction — at small

population sizes, stochastic events make predictions extremely difficult— (Pettifor et al.
2000). Individual-based behavioural models provide a framework to potentially avoiding
these problems. They incorporate an understanding o f the behaviour o f individuals into a
modelling procedure, therefore providing a robust basis for predicting what might happen if
environmental conditions change (e.g. Goss-Custard & Sutherland, 1997; Pettifor et al.
2000). The problem is that behavioural-based models can be complex and time consuming
to construct, therefore, precluding its use for large numbers o f species.

Assessment of the models
One o f the main objectives for developing empirical models is to formalise the
understanding o f factors affecting the persistence o f species. This allows ideas to be tested
and their consequences to be explored (e.g. Shrader-Frechette & McCoy, 1993; Burgman et
al. 1993). However, models are built on simplified assumptions and inevitably sacrifice
precision to generality. Therefore, using empirical models to support decisions is a matter
o f deciding which kinds o f uncertainty are most acceptable. For example, assuming a
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unimodal response o f species to gradients o f environmental variation, or assuming that
populations closest to each other are more likely to persist in the face o f stochastic events,
is expected to be more robust than assuming that treating all species records as equivalent
will, by default, represent species from the most viable parts o f their range. Nonetheless, if
detailed information on persistence were available, empirical models could be tested for
their quantitative error. For this assessment, one possibility would be to use abundance data
for each grid-cell. Abundance is a popular surrogate for persistence (Winston &
Angermeier, 1995; Turpie, 1995; Nicholls, 1998) because it provides a direct estimate o f
population size (for a review see Lawton, 1995). Alternatively, one could use tree growth
rate or seedling recruitment in Europe. Unfortunately, these data are not available to us at
the resolution o f this study (most estimates use a nation-wide resolution) and estimation
methods are not comparable among countries. Temporal turnover data (e.g. Margules et al.
1994; Virolainen et al. 1999; Rodrigues et al. 2000) can also be used as a direct estimate o f
persistence, although these are rarely available, especially for trees at larger spatial scales
(but see chapter 4 for an example o f a test using temporal turnover data to assess
persistence o f British birds).

Since appropriate data for testing the model’s estimates o f persistence directly are
unavailable, one has to rely on comparisons o f the qualitative error or misclassification rate
(Fielding & Bell, 1997) among patterns o f observed and predicted occurrences for the three
models. With these data, if aspects o f spatial dependence were included, then the amount o f
unexplained variation in the data decreased. Simple logistic models (model A), failed to
explain a median o f 86% o f the overall variation in the data, whereas contagion (model B)
and autologistic models (model A+B) reduced this proportion to a median o f 41% and 38%
respectively. This shows that nearly half o f the residuals from model A may be explained
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by positive spatial autocorrelation (i.e. if one grid cell is occupied, then neighbouring grid
cells are more likely to be).

At least four factors may contribute to the poor performance o f model A in explaining
species’ current distributions. First, the assumption within regression analysis that
observations are independent is violated because data are generally spatially autocorrelated
(Legendre, 1993). This arises both from intrinsic biological factors, such as dispersal, and
from

extrinsic

factors,

such

as

autocorrelation

in

the

environmental

variables.

Autocorrelation is explicitly included in model A+B. Second, some species may not be
close to equilibrium with governing environmental conditions. This may be due to barriers
to dispersal, or to natural stochastic or human-induced distributional changes. Third, the
assumption o f a Gaussian logit response may be unrealistic for species near the edge of
their range, where a monotone curve may be more appropriate (Ter Braak & Prentice,
1988). Fourth, species distributions may be governed by fine-grain habitat variation, or
heterogeneity, which is not included in the models. Alternatively, it may be that important
environmental variables affecting the distribution o f some species (e.g. soil type) were not
considered.

The relatively good performance o f model B implies that it may have captured both
equilibrium (i.e. relationship with climate and topography) and dispersal processes,
although some spatial structure may be due to autocorrelation among environments. The
similarity between the proportion o f type II errors in model B and in model A+B implies
that for these data, model B may give a good approximation when environmental data are
not available. If the choice for the appropriate modelling strategy is partially determined by
its ease of use, then modelling persistence with model B may be attractive because it is less
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data demanding, and is computationally inexpensive. This provides an approximation to the
geographical core-periphery model (Chapter 2) as opposed to the environmental coreperiphery approach, which is modelled explicitly with Model A. This is, however, still
dependent on reliable data for species presence and absence. Data with very patchy records
would be less suitable for the application o f contagion measures. Another problem occurs
when dealing with data sets with high proportions o f restricted range species, especially
those with discontinuous ranges (e.g. cosmopolitan alpine-arctic species). Figure 3.7 shows
that, as might be expected, the more restricted species show higher residuals (type II errors).
On the other hand, type I errors show a positive relationship with range size (Fig. 3.8), so
models are more likely to predict a presence outside the known range for the more
widespread species. This type o f error is not a problem with models aimed at explanation,
where the useful test is whether they explain the variation in the data (reducing the number
o f records predicted to be absent). Type I errors may even be a useful property for models
aimed at prediction; if there were no type I errors there would be no predictions outside the
training set.
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Fig. 3.7. Relationship between proportion of type II errors (present but predicted to be
absent) for each individual species model and range size (measured as the number of grid
cells).
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Consequences for area selection
The poor performance o f simple environmental niche models (model A) — compared to
spatially structured models (model A+B) — suggest that probability estimates for
neighbouring areas cannot be treated as being independent. Indeed, models A+B explained
46% o f the residuals in model A showing that these were spatially autocorrelated. In other
words, the continuing value o f an area chosen using estimates o f persistence from model
A+B will depend on continuing occurrences o f the species in the surrounding matrix; if
neighbouring populations were extirpated, then estimates o f persistence from the models
would be reduced. Model A could be refined to decrease the number o f residuals with
spatial autocorrelation due to environmental similarities o f areas. This might be done by
adding new environmental covariates, by specifying case-by-case error functions in GLMs,
and/or by calibrating the models to optimum species responses to varying spatial scales. An
understanding of the causes o f spatial autocorrelation in the residuals could help to
distinguish statistical artefacts from dispersal mechanisms. However, because there is
uncertainty, it would be wise to consider the outcome from these models as candidates for
establishing ‘core’ areas (Noss et al. 1999). ‘Buffer’ zones (Groom et al. 1999) could then
be added to reduce the effect o f non-independence o f the surrounding matrix in the
persistence o f species within the chosen ‘core’.

Introducing additional constraints to area selection almost inevitably reduces flexibility
(fewer equivalent area sets) and efficiency (more areas are needed to achieve a given
representation goal) (Nicholls & Margules, 1993; Nantel et al. 1998; Pressey & Logan,
1998). Integer programming techniques (e.g. Cocks & Baird, 1989), or advanced heuristic
algorithms specifically tailored to handle probabilistic data (e.g. M argules & Nicholls,
1987; Williams & Araujo, 2000) may improve the cost efficiency o f the area sets to a small
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extent. However, the appropriate criterion for assessing biodiversity conservation is
whether the goal o f persistence for that diversity is attained. I have shown that using simple
ecological models one can improve the expectation o f species persistence within selected
areas, and that this improvement is greatest for the most restricted species. These species
are of particular concern because they are most likely to be vulnerable to extinction (e.g.
Johnson, 1998).
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Occurrence as an estimate of
persistence

Introduction
Reserves are needed to ensure persistence o f species within regions (Myers et al. 2000;
Margules & Pressey, 2000). However, because knowledge o f the local population
dynamics for many species is poor, explicit criteria for persistence are usually not
incorporated in reserve-selection methods. Consequently, reserves may be selected
where species have low probabilities o f persistence. An attractive, but as yet untested
idea is to model current species’ probabilities o f occurrence as an estimate o f
persistence in the near future (see framework in Chapter 3). Probabilities o f occurrence
are predicted to be higher near the cores o f species’ ranges, where populations tend to be
more abundant and less variable (Brown, 1984; Pimm, 1991; Lawton, 1993; Cumutt et
al. 1995). Here, I test this idea by comparing distribution atlas records for breeding
passerines in Britain, mapped on a 10 x 1 0 k m grid for two time periods, i.e. t h 19681972 and t2, 1988-91 (Sharrock, 1976; Gibbons et al. 1993). I show that probabilities o f
occurrence are inversely related to probabilities o f local extinction and that choosing
areas to maximise probabilities o f occurrence at time t, increased the probability that
species persisted in the areas at time t2. Results support the idea that more extinctions
within reserves could be avoided, when even a crude treatment o f persistence was
incorporated within area-selection procedures.
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Methods
Modelling occurrence and extinction probabilities
In the absence o f more detailed information, patterns o f contagion among records can be
used to model local probabilities o f occurrence (Chapter 3). This begins with the idea o f
positive spatial autocorrelation (Legendre, 1993), in which the occurrence o f a
population in one area is predicted from the occurrence o f other populations in
surrounding areas. High contagion among records might also be linked to persistence if
three important ideas are accepted. First, spatial aggregation o f records at large scales is
indicative o f density at finer scales (Kunin, 1998). Second, aggregation is a response o f
populations to local conditions, and this reflects the extent to which local environments
meet species’ ecological requirements (Hutchinson, 1957; Brown, 1984; Lawton, 1993).
Third, spatial aggregation of populations is likely to correlate positively with the ability
o f individuals to disperse from one population to another, and hence to establish stable
metapopulation dynamics (Gonzalez et al. 1998). Therefore, areas with high contagion
(often near the cores of species’ ranges - see Chapter 2) are expected to have lower
probabilities o f local extinction, at least where this results from demographic or
environmental stochasticity (Pimm, 1991; Cumutt et al. 1995).

Contagion is measured as a weighted-average of the number o f occupied cells within a
neighbourhood o f 24 grid cells (see Chapter 2 and 3). Probabilities o f occurrence for 78
species o f breeding passerine birds in Great Britain are modelled by fitting univariate
logistic regressions, where occurrence records in 1968-72 are the response variable and
contagion among these records is the predictor (see Chapter 3). All predicted probability
values that do not overlap with an observed record are ignored. Observed occurrences in
1968-72 that were not recorded in 1988-91 are treated as local extinction events. These
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events are modelled using the same approach as for occurrences, to provide estimates o f
local probability o f extinction. However, models o f probabilities o f extinction only
included areas with presence records at time t l .

Area selection
Two complementarity-based reserve selection strategies are used for comparison. First, I
apply a heuristic method for seeking reserve networks that represent passerine bird
species in 1968-72 with a probability o f at least 0.95 where possible, while minimising
the total area reserved. I used the goal-gap method proposed by Williams & Araujo
(2000), but with an additional step to ensure that the areas selected were restricted to
those with top probability values for each species. To achieve this, records with
probabilities o f occurrence below the top 5% o f the maximum probability observed for a
species are excluded. In the second step, the ‘goal-gap’ algorithm is set with the goal of
representing all species with a total combined probability o f at least 0.95. Probabilities
are combined using the product o f probabilities o f non-occurrence, i.e. p { — 1- ITh...* (1Pij).

The algorithm begins by selecting all o f the areas that are irreplaceable to the

representation goal. The method then chooses one area at each iteration, by examining
how much each area would contribute incrementally to reaching the representation goal
for each species, and choosing the area that contributes the most across all species. If
ties occur for any choice, then the area with the highest sum o f probabilities across all
species without complementarity is selected.

Second, I apply a heuristic algorithm that treats all non-zero probabilities as presence
data (adapted from Margules et al. 1988 and described in Chapters 2 and 3) to solve two
problems: (a) find the minimum-set o f areas that represents all species at least once in
the minimum area possible; (b) find the maximum-coverage o f species representation
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given the same number o f areas as the probability-based method. The three solutions
were compared in terms o f their efficiency in ensuring persistence o f species within
selected areas in 1988-91 (Table 4.1).

The WORLDMAP software (Williams, 1999) was used to implement both contagion
and area selection methods.

Results
A negative relationship was found between probabilities o f occurrence and probabilities
o f extinction. Although the slope and precise shape o f the curves differ among species
(Fig. 4.1), a high probability of occurrence generally corresponded to a low probability
o f extinction. Indeed, for 81% of the species, extinction events occurred significantly
more often in areas with low probability o f occurrence than in areas with higher
probability o f occurrence (Kolmogorov-Smimov tests, /K0.0001; Fig. 4.2). For the
remaining 19% o f species, the sample size was too small for the test o f difference
between means to be applicable. An exception is the Grasshopper Warbler ( L o c u s te lla
n a e v ia )

(Fig. 4.2), which had the greatest absolute number o f local extinctions (862

events) and a relatively uniform pattern o f extinction throughout its range (Fig. 4.3). For
all species, probabilities o f occurrence were positively correlated with contagion
(Likelihood-ratio and Wald tests p<0.001). There is also a significant negative
relationship between contagion and probability o f extinction (Likelihood-ratio and Wald
tests pO.OOl) for 86% o f the passerine species. This shows that most species’ ranges
tended to collapse towards the core (Fig. 4.3). Almost all species with no significant
relationship between contagion and local extinction (14% o f passerine species) had
expanding ranges within Britain and very low numbers o f local extinctions. An
exception was the Red-backed Shrike ( L a n iu s c o lu rio ), which is the passerine with the
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greatest relative decline in Britain (-86.5%) during the period studied. For this bird, the
number of non-extinction events (i.e. persistence) was too low for any test o f the
difference between means in areas o f high contagion (within the core) and low
contagion (within the periphery) to be statistically valid.

Encouragingly, I found that if areas were selected on the basis o f higher species’
probabilities o f occurrence in the first period (1968-72), then these species had a greater
probability o f persistence into the second period (1988-91). No species were lost from
areas selected using the probability method (Table 4.1), although one species (1.29%)
was lost when the same number of areas were selected using occurrence data alone. As
expected from other studies (Margules et al. 1994; Virolainen et al. 1999; Rodrigues et
al. 2000), a minimum-set strategy to represent all species at least once is insufficient to
retain species in the near future (6 species lost from reserves, i.e. 7.7%). The overall rate
o f population decline in reserves was also lower with the probability method than with
the presence method (Table 4.1) and the probability method succeeded in representing
species within reserves a greater number o f times than the presence method.
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were modelled using distribution data for 1968-72. Probabilities of extinction were
modelled using information on extinction events occurring between 1968-72 and 198891.
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Red-backed Shrike (Lanius colurio)

Cirl Bunting (Emberiza cirlus)

Wood Lark (Lullula arborea)

Grasshopper Warbler (Locustella naevia)
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Corn Bunting (Miliaria calandra)

Hawfinch (Coccothraustes coccothraustes)
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Fig. 4.3. Probabilities of occurrence (left) and extinction (right) for 6 passerines with
the highest rate of decline in Great Britain, during the two-time periods (i.e., 1968-72
and 1988-91). Quantitative scores were divided into 33 equal-frequency colour classes
with maximum scores shown in red and minimum (non-zero) scores in blue. Black dots
in the second row are observed occurrences in 1988-91. Extinction probability values
without occurrences are associated to extinction events. Occurrences without
probability values are expansions in recorded ranges.

Table 4.1. Species-representation results for three reserve-selection strategies at time
tf (1968-72) and consequences for persistence of species at time t2 (1988-91)
Reserve-selection strategy
Minimum-set,

Maximum-coverage,

Minimum-set,

Probability method

presence data

presence data

Number o f areas selected

64

64

6

% species represented in 1968-72

100

100

100

% species represented in 1988-91

100

98.71

92.30

43.07

38.79

3.45

40.94

37.00

3.32

number o f

5.76

-5.94

-5.55

Lower quartile % change in number

-8.06

-15.09

-16.66

Mean number o f representations per
species in 1968-72
Mean number o f representations per
species in 1988-91
Mean

%

change

in

representations p/ species

o f representations p/ species

Discussion
Results are consistent with the prediction that local extinctions are more common
among isolated and peripheral populations (with low contagion) than among core
populations (with high contagion). Hence, it is unsurprising that selecting reserves from
core populations improves the probability that areas will retain species in the near future
(e.g. 30 years). But would central populations ensure high probabilities o f persistence, if
a larger time period (e.g. 100 years) was considered? Certainly, this would depend on
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the species’ spatio-temporal dynamics o f range contraction and expansion, which are
dependent on many factors including environmental change and contagious threatening
processes. Indeed, although range contractions often start at the peripheries (Channel &
Lomolino, 2000b), species respond to environmental changes by extending their ranges,
also from the peripheries (Thomas & Lennon, 1999). So, what constitutes a core
population at one time in the present may well turn into a peripheral population at
another time in the future, and vice versa. On the other hand, contagious threatening
processes may cause some populations to persist in isolated and marginal populations
rather than as populations at the core o f their distributions (Channel & Lomolino,
2000a,b). Even when contagion in threats begins at one periphery o f a species’ range,
the last place to be affected is likely to be the region the most isolated from the initial
position of the contagion, i.e. along an edge o f the historical range (Channel &
Lomolino, 2000b).

Estimates of probabilities o f persistence from simple core-periphery models could be
improved if threatening processes and species’ corresponding vulnerabilities were
incorporated explicitly in the models. However, threats are not static and this approach
would only be useful if threats could be predicted, e.g. if past threats were spatially and
temporally autocorrelated with future threats. More dynamic models o f persistence
could be fitted by using environmental-change scenarios to predict future distribution o f
core populations (Huntley, 1995). But the usefulness o f such approaches still remains
untested (Davis et al. 1998). Our ability to predict patterns o f species’ persistence is
likely to improve, although it is unlikely that even with improved models will we be
able to offset all kinds o f uncertainty arising both from our incomplete data or
knowledge and from the way criteria are combined. Indeed, natural stochasticity and
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other kinds o f unpredictable threats may cause models to fail to a variable, but not
negligible extent (Ludwig, 1999). If the precautionary principle is to be applied to
reduce the loss o f biodiversity from reserves, then we need both large proportions o f our
territories set aside to conserve species (Soule & Sanjayan, 1998), and flexible
management tools that allow conservationists to re-assess the priorities o f areas for
conservation management as knowledge on the species requirements for persistence
improves.
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Selecting areas using threat
and vulnerability

Introduction
Conservation area networks ought to be located where species are more likely to persist.
The problem is that knowledge o f the local population dynamics for many species is
poor, with the result that conservation-planning decisions have to rely on coarse
surrogate measures that are expected to correlate with persistence.

For example, all other things being equal, it might be better to select conservation areas
in high quality habitats within the geographical core o f species ranges (see Chapter 4),
because these are expected to support higher abundances (e.g. Whittaker, 1967;
Hengeveld & Haeck, 1981; Rapoport, 1982; Brown, 1984; Caughley et al. 1988;
Lawton, 1995) and be more resilient to demographic stochasticity (Cumutt et al. 1996).
Lower marginal habitat quality and greater isolation mean that populations at the edge
o f the ranges may be extremely difficult to maintain in the near future (see Chapter 4).
Habitat quality and isolation can be modelled indirectly using presence-absence data.
For example, patterns of aggregation among species’ occurrence records can be used to
predict abundance at finer scales (e.g. Kunin, 1998), which in turn relates to the amount
o f resources available, and to the ability o f species to disperse from one area to another
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(Gonzalez et al. 1998). Occurrence records can also be used to fit more explicit nichebased suitability models (see Chapter 3), where populations in the core o f environmental
space are predicted to be more abundant and resilient to environmental stochasticity
(e.g. Hutchinson,

1957; Whittaker,

1975; Hengeveld,

1990). In many cases,

geographically marginal populations are also ecologically marginal (Lesica &
Allendorf, 1995).

However, all other things are not always equal and geographical patterns o f extrinsic
threat may render these predictions erroneous. Indeed, empirical observations o f
geographic range collapse for a broad range o f taxonomic groups and geographical
regions, showed that isolated populations often persisted when populations at the core o f
the range were extirpated (Lomolino & Channel, 1995; Channel & Lomolino, 2000a,b).
This is because threatening processes are often spatially autocorrelated (e.g. McCarthy
& Lindenmayer, 2000), with the result that extinctions may progress contagiously, like a
disease, across geographical space. Regardless o f where contagion begins, the last place
affected may be the region most isolated from the initial extinction and this is likely to
be along an edge o f the range (Channel & Lomolino, 2000b). In addition, the impact o f
contagion among threatening processes may be higher in dense and interconnected
populations at the core than in isolated populations within the range margins (Burgman
et al. 1993; Lomolino & Channel, 1995).

In Chapter 3 ,1 proposed a conceptual framework to deal with problems o f persistence in
area selection. The framework starts by fitting probabilistic models o f occurrence for
species using factors that are expected to affect the quality o f sites for species (e.g.
habitat suitability and potential for dispersal). Estimates o f site quality may then be
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combined with available information on extrinsic threats and species’ vulnerability to
provide an assessment o f extinction risk. Finally, optimising area selection techniques
are applied to identify representative conservation area-networks that minimise risk,
hence maximising the likelihood o f persistence among species. The framework is
expected to overcome some o f the shortcomings o f simple core-periphery models for
species persistence, because it explicitly incorporates the effect o f threatening processes
and individual species’ responses to threats in the predictions. The critical issue,
however, is that the relationship between site quality, expected threats and vulnerability
is generally unknown or unpredictable, with the result that estimates o f persistence may
have to rely on site quality alone. This is an important shortcoming o f the methods
given that threat and vulnerability are often perceived as major driving forces for setting
priorities in real-world conservation planning. For example, in southern Sweden,
consideration o f threats to areas contributed to the establishment o f at least 40% o f the
protected areas (Emneborg & Gotmark, 2000).

Here, I discuss two different approaches to combine information on threat and
vulnerability in order to improve estimates o f persistence from simple geographical (or
environmental) core-periphery models.

The first approach uses empirical modelling techniques to estimate the response
function o f species to certain kinds o f threats and to assess the contribution o f these
threats in determining current distributions. Results from these models can be
interpreted as estimates o f probability o f persistence under stationary conditions (i.e.
without environmental change). An example o f this approach is provided using
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distribution data for W olf (C a n is lu p u s Linnaeus, 1758) and Brown Bear ( U rsus a rc to s
Linnaeus, 1758) in Europe.

The second approach is a shortcut using sequential (non-compensatory) techniques to
maximise probability values from simple core-periphery models, while minimising the
level of threat in selected conservation areas; species are assumed to be equally affected
by threats. An example is provided using a large data set for the distribution o f plant,
mammal, bird, reptile and amphibian species in Europe.

The two approaches are not a substitute for more elaborate predictive models o f
persistence (e.g. populational- or behavioural-structured models), but they do provide a
first approximation to the problem o f persistence when area selection decisions have to
be made in the absence o f more complete information for large numbers o f species. In
such cases, even crude estimates o f persistence using available data could guide area
selection decisions in a way that is expected to be more effective than treating all areas
and all species as equal, or simply discriminating areas by their position in the species’
geographical (or environmental) space.

Threat, vulnerability and added risk
Threats are extrinsic human and natural stochastic adverse events. Vulnerability refers
to the susceptibility o f species to those threats. Combining both threats and species’
vulnerability allows for an assessment o f the added risk resulting from the effect o f local
threatening processes on species (see Chapter 3).
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Human induced threats constitute the primary causes o f endangerment and extinction o f
many species (e.g. May et al. 1995; Pimm et al. 1995; Balmford et al. 1998). They
include land development (e.g. habitat destruction, degradation and fragmentation),
overexploitation (e.g. fisheries, hunting and international trade) and introduction o f
exotic species (Lande, 1998). Natural stochasticity may underlie dramatic extinctions
(e.g. asteroid impact), but with the possible exception o f hurricanes it is still beyond our
capacity to predict the frequency and magnitude o f these events (Ludwig, 1999).

Land development is one o f most important threatening factors affecting biodiversity.
Variables measuring the degree of human interference to areas can, therefore, be used as
indicators o f human-induced threats to biodiversity (e.g. Hannah et al. 1994; Forester &
Machlis, 1996; Reyers et al. 1998). Examples include human population density (e.g.
Maurer, 1996; Thompson & Jones, 1999) and other economic or demographic factors
that imply a rate of consumption of biological resources, or other aspects o f land use
that have a direct and negative impact on many species (e.g. road building, recreation,
agriculture and urbanisation). Overexploitation o f game and fish may be problems o f
management and regulation, more than constraints to area selection itself. Exotic species
may or may not be a constraint to area selection, depending on the extent o f their impact
on native biodiversity; for simplicity, I shall assume that this is mainly a management
issue. If appropriate, detailed information on the impact o f exotic species could be
incorporated as a factor constraining the location o f areas for conservation (e.g. Higgins
et al. 1999).

A species may be vulnerable for at least two reasons. First, if a species’ physiological
and behavioural responses to threats are negative, then populations are likely to decline
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as threat increases. This process o f gradual decline was termed by Sim berloff (1986) as
the ‘ultimate cause o f extinction’ and by Caughley & Gunn (1996) as the ‘declining
population paradigm’. Second, if a species’ overall population is too small or
fragmented, then it may become vulnerable to environmental and demographic
stochasticity, loss o f genetic variation and social structure. These were termed as
‘proximate causes o f extinction’ (Simberloff 1986) or ‘small population paradigm’
(Caughley & Gunn, 1996). In practice, both are part o f a continuum process that may
lead populations (eventually species) to extinction (Fig. 5.1).

Threats ............... ..............................................................
Environmental stochasticity
Negative responses to
threat
Demographic
stochasticity, loss o f
genetic variation
and social structure

Isolation and fragmentation

Declining
population
.............. ■■■

Small
population
—1——

'

" - ■— ' ■

Extinction

Fig. 5.1. The road of extinction. Two major driving forces affecting vulnerability:
declining populations and small populations. Species become extinct with the
extinction of their last population.

The extent to which threats affect species is highly variable. Recent evidence shows that
many threatened species (the so called ‘losers’) are being replaced by a smaller number
o f expanding species that thrive in human-altered environments (the so called ‘winners’)
(Baskin, 1998). Species responses to threats tend to be taxonomically, behaviourally and
ecologically clumped. ‘Winners’ are often characterised by omnivory, rapid growth and
breeding in ephemeral habitats, whereas ‘losers’ tend to have traits associated with
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specialisation, low rates of growth rate, and other traits not associated with opportunism
(e.g. McKinney & Lockwood, 1999; Purvis et al. 2000).

Possible sources for identifying potential ‘losers’ are lists o f threatened species (e.g.
Baillie & Groombridge, 1996). These lists have several potential drawbacks. First, they
do not rank species from most vulnerable to least vulnerable (Given & Norton, 1993). It
is unclear, for example, what IUCN categories o f ‘rare’ or ‘insufficiently known’ mean
in terms o f vulnerabilities. When the lists do rank species, they provide only an ordinal
ranking o f vulnerability (e.g. Mace & Lande, 1991), potentially concealing important
variation in gradients, especially among the least vulnerable species. For example, they
may underestimate the true number o f ‘losers’ as many species are in decline, but their
abundance is not yet sufficiently low to warrant current listing (McKinney &
Lockwood, 1999). Second, current listing o f threatened species is inevitably biased
towards well-known taxonomic groupings (Mace, 1995; McKinney, 1999). For
example, insects, many groups of marine invertebrates, and microbes, may have up to
one-fourth o f their species threatened with immediate extinction instead o f the <1% now
documented as threatened (Baillie & Groombridge, 1996). An alternative to using
threatened species lists is to predict vulnerability from information on taxonomic,
behavioural and/or ecological traits that are expected to correlate with vulnerability (e.g.
Jennings et al. 1999; Purvis et al. 2000). The advantage o f this approach is that it allows
vulnerability to be estimated from existing data for even poorly studied taxa.

Combining factors to estimate persistence
Populations persist if the net increase o f individuals in an area (i.e. birth and
immigration rates) exceeds the net loss (i.e. death and emigration rates). In practice it is
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difficult to obtain detailed population parameters when large numbers o f species and
areas are involved. A possible strategy is to establish environmental and socio-economic
correlates o f these parameters and combine them in some logical way. For example,
habitat suitability is expected to correlate positively with birth, whilst the added risk
resulting from combining external threats with species vulnerabilities is expected to
correlate with death. Similarly, proximity o f populations is expected to correlate with
the ability o f species to disperse from one area to another and therefore to establish
stable metapopulation dynamics. But, how can these criteria be combined in order to
produce meaningful estimates of persistence? There is no single and universal way to
combine criteria o f different currencies and measurement scales into a single number.
Although suitability may relate to birth and threat to death, the exact quantitative
functions linking each o f these two factors is unknown and they are neither directly
comparable, nor inter-convertible.

‘Knowledge-driven’ combinatorial approaches
Multicriteria decision models offer two alternative strategies to combine criteria and
produce a ranking among alternatives: com posite (compensatory) and s e q u e n tia l (non
compensatory) approaches (e.g. Hwang & Yoon, 1981; Smith & Theberge, 1987).
Composite approaches often involve some form o f addition or multiplication o f criteria
(e.g. Tubbs & Blackwood, 1971; Dony & Denholm, 1985; Goldsmith, 1975; W ard &
Evans, 1976; Adamus & Clough, 1980; Williams, 1980). If such indices were to be
meaningful they would require that all criteria were comparable in the sense that, for
example, a drop in one criterion could be offset by the equivalent rise o f another.
However, if criteria are not comparable (e.g. diversity and rarity), then it is difficult to
justify combination o f values into a single number unless there is a strong theoretical
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basis for doing so (e.g. IQ and other test scores in psychology; gross national product
and consumer price in economics; air and water quality indices in environmental
management). Without such theoretical underpinning, the result o f combining (often
non-additive) disparate criteria is essentially arbitrary and idiosyncratic (e.g. Gotmark,
1983; Jarvinen, 1985; Given & Norton, 1993; Araujo et al. 1996; Araujo, 1998;
Williams, 1998). Even when criteria are related (e.g. threat to areas and vulnerability to
threats) they may not be inter-convertible, since currencies and measurement scales used
are different. If score ranges were standardised to comparable units o f measurement, this
would still imply a transformation with no particular biological justification or meaning
(Smith & Theberge, 1987).

Sequential approaches, on the other hand, are designed to combine criteria o f different
currencies and measurement scales (e.g. Goldsmith, 1987; Bedward et al. 1992;
Williams, 1998). Alternatives are assessed criterion by criterion, in a sequential way, so
that no multiplication or addition is needed. This has advantages over composite
approaches in that no explicit assumptions have to be made about the quantitative
function linking the factors, although the sequence with which factors are combined
imposes an order of precedence that may not always be justifiable. Nevertheless,
sequential approaches preserve accountability since the reasons for w hy species or areas
have been included or excluded at each step o f the analysis can be monitored easily.
This might be a considerable advantage since uncertainty (or ignorance) is explicit
rather than being buried in some elaborate, but essentially arbitrary composite index.
Here, I propose a sequential (non-compensatory) approach that maximises species
representation in conservation area networks, while maximising habitat suitability and
minimising threat to areas.
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‘Empirically-based’ combinatorial approaches
An alternative approach proposes that the conversion o f factors related to persistence
could be derived empirically using a probabilistic framework. This would offset some of
the inherent arbitrariness o f the most traditional ‘knowledge-driven’ combinatorial
approaches and provide a consistent framework to combine multiple species information
in a common currency o f conservation success, i.e. probabilities o f persistence.
However, useful estimates o f species’ probabilities o f persistence are difficult to obtain
for a single species in a single area (e.g. Harcourt, 1995), let alone for large number o f
species and areas (e.g. Ludwig, 1999). A possibility is to use regression techniques to
seek combinations of factors that govern current probabilities o f occurrence o f species.
The assumption is that many o f the factors affecting current occurrences (e.g. habitat
suitability, dispersal and past threats) will not be independent from those affecting
future occurrences. Therefore, all other things being equal, probabilities o f occurrence
from environmental (or geographical) core-periphery models should correlate with
expected probabilities of persistence. If threats were included in the models, along with
environmental and spatial variables, then models would be expected to reflect the
responses o f species to threats as well as to the other components. Estimates o f
probabilities o f occurrence from these models should be expected to improve the fit o f
simple core-periphery models and potentially improve their usefulness to estimate
persistence. Here I provide an example o f such modelling approach using data for two
flagship species in Europe: the W olf and the Brown Bear. The advantages and
limitations o f this approach are discussed.
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Methods
Measurement of threat
Human population density surfaces for Europe are used as indicators o f threats to areas.
Data were converted from the Gridded Population o f the World (Tobler et al. 1995).
Values for Europe were obtained by aggregating available estimates at 1-km square into
compatible UTM 50-km squares. Data aggregation was done by using the aggregation
desegregation re-aggregation procedure described by Openshaw & Turner (in press) and
implemented within Turner’s unpublished AGGREGATE-F software. This is an
iterative procedure aimed at reducing the spatial bias in the aggregated data that arises
from conventional one-step aggregation. Figure 5.2 shows two steps o f this aggregation
procedure (raw data and final aggregation).

a)

b)

Fig. 5.2. Tobler’s interpolated human population density surface for Europe: (a) original
data with a 1-km square’s resolution; (b) aggregated data at a UTM 50 km square.

Empirical m odels of persistence
Multivariate logistic regressions (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 1989) were used to fit models
of local probabilities of occurrence for W olf and Brown Bear in Europe, in relation to
three sets o f variables: (A) six environmental variables known to limit species ranges;
1 1A

(B) a measure o f contagion, or aggregation o f individual species records; and (C) a
surrogate measure for threat (Table 5.1). Distribution data for the two species were
obtained from the European Atlas o f Mammals (Mitchell-Jones et al. 1999).

In order to assess the contribution of threats in determining current distributions for
these two species, probabilities from models A+B (environmental variables +
contagion) were compared to probabilities from models A+B+C (environmental
variables + contagion + threat). Models without a term for contagion were also fitted to
assess the contribution o f spatial autocorrelation in explaining variation in the data.
Variables entering the models A+B+C were selected using forward stepwise selection,
with likelihood tests to determine those entering the model at a probability level o f 0.05.
In addition, Wald tests were also performed (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 1989). This is a
significance test applicable when all variables have a degree o f freedom equal to one
and is calculated as the square ratio o f the logistic coefficient to its standard error. The
contribution o f each variable to the models was determined by the R statistic (Hosmer &
Lemeshow, 1989). Simple core-periphery models (i.e. models A+B) were obtained by
excluding the variable o f threat from the model’s equation. The performance o f models
was assessed by comparing their misclassification rate (i.e. observed minus predicted).
Two prediction errors were considered: type I (false positives) and type II errors (false
negatives). A probability value o f 0.5 was used to predict detection. The SPSS software
(Norusis, 1994) was used to fit all models.
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Table 5.1. Variables entering the models
Type of variable

Description of variable

Source

A - Environm ental

* Altitude

www.grid.unep.ch

* Mean annual rainfall

Legates & Wilmott 1990a

* Mean minimum temperature in January Legates & Wilmott 1990b
* Mean maximum temperature in July

Legates & Wilmott 1990b

* Mean minimum potential

Ahn & Teteishi 1994

evapotranspiration in January
* Mean maximum potential

Ahn & Teteishi 1994

evapotranspiration in July
B - Contagion

* Weighted average number of records in Described in Chapters 2 and 3
the 24 neighbour cells surrounding a
central cell with a presence record.

C - Threat

* Human population density

Tobleretal. 1995

In order to avoid problems o f multicollinearity among variables and reduce the number
o f variables entering the models, a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was
performed on the six environmental variables and threat measure, after data were
standardised to zero means and unit variances. Three principal components were
obtained accounting for more than 77% o f the variation in the data (Table 5.2). The first
component summarised a north-to-south gradient o f temperature, with high scores for
high temperatures mainly in the south o f Europe and low scores for low temperatures,
mainly in the north. The second component summarised a moisture gradient, often
associated with altitude. The third component is related to threat, measured as human
population density.
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Table 5.2. Results of PCA on six environmental variables and human population
density across Europe.
PCA axis

1

2

3

Eigenvalue

2.899

1.456

1.066

% variation per axis

41.408

20.806

15.230

Cumulative % variation

41.408

62.806

77.444

Altitude

-0.047

0.804*

-0.247

Potential Evapotranspiration in January

0.715*

0.029

-0.299

Potential Evapotranspiration in July

0.916*

0.075

-0.223

Mean Annual Precipitation

0.219

0.845*

0.284

Temperature in January

0.826*

0.181

0.254

Temperature in July

0.874*

-0.218

-0.086

Human population density

0.313

-0.097

0.843*

* Largest correlation coefficients

A sequential approach to persistence
Species are expected to have higher probabilities of persistence if they are (1)
represented from the core o f their geographical or ecological ranges, and if they are (2)
distributed in areas with low threats. As a first approximation, all species are assumed to
be equally vulnerable to threats. Contagion was used to model geographical patterns o f
range core-periphery (as in Chapters 2, 3 and 4). As shown in Chapter 3, these models
correlate with and are therefore expected to be good surrogates for computationally
more expensive environmental core-periphery models. An example o f this sequential
approach to area selection is provided using European atlas data for the distribution o f
terrestrial vertebrate and plant species (Table 5.3).
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Table 5.3. Description of the European data set plants and terrestrial
vertebrates.
No. of records Median range sizes

Source

Taxa

No. of species

Plants

2362

462,925

28

Jalas & Suominen, 1972-94

Mammals

187

81,309

187

Mitchell-Jones et al. 1999

Breeding birds

445

291,390

389

Hagemeijer& Blair, 1997

Herptiles

149

34,137

82

Gasc et al. 1997

Both common forms o f quantitative area-selection problems are considered. The first is
the ‘minimum-set problem’, such as ‘what is the minimum cost required to represent all
species a given number o f times?’. In other words, the representation target is fixed and
determined a priori, whilst the cost constraint (here the number o f areas) is unknown
and a function to minimise. The second is the ‘maximum-coverage problem ’, such as
‘what degree o f species representation can be achieved for a given budget?’. That is, the
cost constraint is determined and fixed a priori, whilst the representation target is
unknown and a function to maximise. Arguably this is a more realistic decisionproblem. Nonetheless both problems provide useful test cases for assessing the
performance o f different selection strategies. Minimum-set approaches are useful to
assess selection strategies in terms of cost-efficiency. Maximum-coverage approaches
are useful to assess strategies for their performance to achieving conservation targets.

The sequential approach to threat adopted here (i.e., core-threat constrained method)
uses the same stepwise approach as in Chapter 3, but with two additional steps to reduce
threats within the selected areas. The procedure starts by filtering out all individual
species records with suitability scores (here contagion) lower than a specified threshold.
To guarantee that all species are selected from their relative ‘best’ areas, scores (s) are
re-scaled in the range 0-1. The threshold is then applied (here, sia> 0.95) so that the
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selection algorithm ‘sees’ only the best areas for each species, regardless o f their
absolute values. Then, for each species, records with threat scores higher than a
specified threshold (here, sa>0.95) are set to zero. This ensures that each species is
selected only from areas with relatively lower threats within the most suitable parts o f
their ranges. Finally, a minimum-set algorithm is applied to represent all species, at least
once. A slight modification over the traditional minimum-set approach is used so to
minimise the ratio threat/area, rather than simply area. This ensures that species are
selected not only from areas with relatively lower threats, but that the selected
minimum-set reduces the total threat within areas when compared to equally efficient
alternative solutions. Since many o f the human induced threats correlate positively with
cost (e.g. land acquisition, restoration and management, and opportunity costs), it is
likely that conservation areas selected with this additional rule might require a reduced
input o f resources.

The area-set solution obtained with this approach is compared with the three additional
solutions with the same number o f areas. The first is a maximum-coverage-solution
selected to maximise species representation from areas with top contagion scores for
species (i.e. a core-constrained method as in Chapter 3). The second, is a maximumcoverage-solution that maximises species representation using presence data only
(adapted from Margules et al. 1988 and described in detail in Chapter 2). Third, a
random solution is obtained by simulating selection o f a given number o f areas with
records at random. The selection is repeated 1000 times to calculate the 5% upper tail o f
the random distribution o f threat values. This is used as a simple test to assess
differences from observed values threat in selected areas with those expected by chance
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(p<0.05). All area-selection procedures were implemented using WORLDMAP
(Williams, 1999).

Results
Empirical m odels of persistence
W olf

Using all variables (sets A+B+C), the most parsimonious model obtained for W olf was
one including terms for contagion (set B) and human population density summarised by
PCA in axis score 3 (set C). None o f the environmental components (set A) were
selected for the models. This is consistent with the idea that wolves are cosmopolitan
animals among temperate regions and are limited in their distributions mainly by
dispersal and human pressure (Massolo & Meriggi, 1998; Corsi et al. 1999). Another
potentially important variable would be prey availability (Massolo & Meriggi, 1998),
but this is difficult to model at the European 50 x 50 km grid scale used in the analysis.
The estimated multivariate logistic model was:

n ___________ __

* (modelfl+ Q

/ / i I . -[-3.8758 +0.0787 contagion-0.3115 PCA3K
I/V 1 _ rc
)

1

With probabilities o f occurrence for wolves being positively associated with
occurrences in neighbour grid cells (i?=0.4841; /?<0.0001) and negatively associated to
human population density (R=-0.0524; p < 0 .0 5 ). The percentage o f misclassified non
zero observations, i.e. type II errors (false negatives) was 20.78%. The percentage o f
misclassified zero observations, i.e. type I errors (false positives) was 5.09%.
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A second model excluding human population density was obtained for comparison.
Only contagion was selected in this model (model B). The misclassification rate was
only slightly higher than model B+C with 21.60% o f type II and 5.89% o f type I errors.
Probabilities for both models are highly correlated (Fig. 5.3). Departures from a perfect
correlation show that few areas with high probability values for model B have low
scores for model B+C. These areas are bound to have high aggregations o f w olf
populations and relatively high threats. Although being close to core populations such
areas should be avoided in area selection if the impact o f contagious threatening
processes is to be minimised.

Models excluding the term for contagion were also fitted. I obtained a model A+C and
then a model A for comparison. For the first model a positive relationship emerged
between moisture/altitude (PCA 2, /?<0.01), while the negative relationship with threat
was preserved (PCA 3,/?<0.0001). The PCA axis 2 did not entered the previous models
with contagion, because w o lfs distribution is better explained by contagion. This is not
to say that PCA 2 does not contribute to explain part o f the distribution o f wolves, but
that this factor may be embedded within contagion due to spatial autocorrelation among
environmental factors. Furthermore, even though wolves may distribute preferentially in
high altitudes their absences from some highlands might be better explained by
dispersal than by availability o f suitable environmental conditions. A comparison
between the probabilities for model A+C and model A is shown in Figure 5.4. The low
range o f variation o f probabilities in axis 1 is indicative o f the poor ability o f model A to
discriminate factors affecting w o lfs distribution. Areas selected using this model as a
reference would be most likely to represent species from areas with low probabilities for
model A+C. This would increase their likelihood o f extinction due to human
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disturbances. However, none o f the models explained the variation in the data well.
Both had 100% type II errors when an arbitrary cut-off probability value o f 0.5 is used
to predict detection (inevitable for model A, but not for model A+C, see Fig 5.4). This
reinforces the idea that dispersal is likely to be a major factor determining current
distributions o f wolves.

Brown b e a r

Using all variables (sets A+B+C), the most parsimonious model obtained for Brown
bear was one including terms for PCA 2 (moisture/altitude) (set A), contagion (set B)
and human population density, i.e. PCA 3 (set C). Temperature related variables, i.e.
PCA 1, were not selected for the models. This is consistent with the idea that bears have
a few aggregated populations especially in mountains with low human pressure, but that
they can occur in highly variable environments ranging from the mountains o f Greece to
the highlands o f Norway and lowlands o f Russia. The estimated multivariate logistic
model was:

n

r (modelA+B+C)

_

/ /i
I ~ -[-4.8713 +0.0988 contagion -0.4728 PC A3 + 0.3384 PCA2K
17 VA ‘r c
)

1

With probabilities o f occurrence for bears being positively associated with occurrences
in neighbour grid cells (R=0.4353; pO.OOOl), altitude (R=0.731; pO.OOOl), and
negatively associated to human population density (R--0.0438; /?<0.01). The percentage
of error was: type II errors = 17.43%; type I errors = 5.09%.
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Fig. 5.3. Relationship between predicted probabilities from parsimonious models
including (y axis) and excluding (x axis) a threat component. The scatter-plot on the
top refers to models for Wolf, while the scatter plot in the bottom refers to models for
Brown bear.
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1 .0 1

P red icted probability (A)

P re d ic te d probability (A)

Fig. 5.4. Relationship between predicted probabilities from parsimonious models
including (y axis) and excluding (x axis) contagion. The scatter-plot on the top refers to
models for Wolf, while the scatter plot in the bottom refers to models for Brown bear.
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A second model excluding human population density was obtained. Both contagion and
the moisture/altitude component were selected in this model (i.e. model A+B). The
misclassification rate was nearly identical to model A+B+C with 17.22% o f type II and
3.52% o f type I errors. As for wolves, probabilities for both models are highly
correlated (Fig. 5.3). Only a few areas with intermediate probability values for model
A+B have very low scores for the model including threat (A+B+C). Again such areas
should be avoided if threats are to be minimised within selected areas.

As for the wolves, models excluding the term for contagion were fitted. Models A+C
and A were obtained for comparison. The first model summarises a negative
relationship between Bears and temperature (PCA1, /?<0.0001) and a positive
relationship with moisture/altitude (PCA 2, /?<0.001). A negative relationship with
threat was preserved (PCA 3, /?<0.0001). Temperature as summarised in PCA 1 did not
enter the previous models with contagion. Again, this may be due to positive spatial
autocorrelation among these variables and contagion. A comparison between the
probabilities for model A+C and model A is shown in Figure 5.4. Although there is a
positive relationship between the two models, departures from a perfect correlation are
greater and there is a possibility that areas selected for model A would face higher
human disturbances. Model A+C improved significantly the fit over model A, with a
reduction in type II errors from 67.86% to 92.44%.

Sequential approach to persistence
If areas were selected to represent all selected species o f European plants and terrestrial
vertebrates from the most suitable and least threatened areas for each species, then 605
areas would be needed (i.e. ca. 30% o f the total areas). In contrast, a near-minimum set
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using presence data only, would require less than half of this number o f areas (Table
5.4). If we consider the number o f people within selected areas as a proxy for cost (as
well as for threat), then we may conclude that although the core-threat constrained
method is more expensive in absolute terms (because more areas are selected and more
people are included within), it is relatively more efficient than the near-minimum set
(average 102,765 against 110,270 people per unit area). This implies that the relative
costs associated to land acquisition, restoration, and management could be reduced if the
core-threat method was used. Another positive side effect o f selecting areas from
alternatives with fewer people is that the social conflicts and opportunity costs
associated with the establishment of conservation areas in private lands are likely to be
minimised.

A comparison of the number o f people within areas selected with the core-threat
constrained method, the presence and the core methods (controlled by number o f areas),
shows that the number o f people within areas is: core-threat method < core method <
presence method (Table 5.4). It is unsurprising that areas selected with the core-threat
method have fewer people, since neither the core-constrained nor the presence methods
seek to minimise people within areas. Perhaps o f greater interest, the core-constrained
solution has fewer people than the simple maximum-coverage solution using presence
data only. This could imply that areas that are currently more suitable for species (i.e.
that have more aggregated populations) are also those that had proportionally lower
threats in the past. To investigate this idea further and check for consistency in these
results, I selected 1000 fully flexible alternative sets for both methods and compared the
mean number of people represented with each o f the two methods. Flexible solutions for
the presence method had an average o f 69594 people (min 67787, max 71597) within
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areas, while the core-constrained method had an average o f 67001 (min 65738, max
68233). This is consistent with the magnitude o f differences in Table 5.4. A nonparametric test o f difference between means also reveals that the differences in human
population between core constrained and presence methods are significantly different
(Wilcoxon test, 2-tailed/?<0.0001).

Simulations o f random selection show that all priority sets had more people within than
expected by chance (p<0.05). These results suggest that important areas for biodiversity
might coincide with areas that are also more favourable to humans, but that the most
suitable areas for each species (i.e. aggregated populations within the core o f current
ranges) are those that have relatively fewer people.

Table 5.4. Area-selection methods, number of areas, and number of people within
area-sets.
Method

No areas selected

No people

Core-threat constrained near-minimum set

605

62173

Core-constrained maximum-coverage

605

66315

Presence, maximum-coverage

605

69069

Presence, near-minimum set

260

28671

Random selection *

605

61560

* p < 0.05

Discussion
Empirical m odels of persistence
Models explaining current occurrences o f species in relation to environmental factors
and spatial distribution o f records (i.e. core-periphery models) are likely to see their fit
improved, if information on extrinsic human-induced threats affecting species ranges in
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the past is considered. These improved models are also likely to increase the
performance o f simple core-periphery models in predicting species’ probabilities o f
persistence because they incorporate the responses o f species to threats.

However, there are at least two potential problems with this approach. First, occurrence
models will only be sensitive to threat variables if they constitute a past threat that has
already affected current distributions substantially. A perfect model taking both threat
and vulnerability into account would be one where species distributions were at
‘equilibrium’ with past threats, i.e. they were excluded from areas with high threats and
survived in areas with lower threats. The two examples modelled in this paper fall close
to this, since both wolves and bears have already disappeared from areas with high
human pressure. But these species have a low degree o f tolerance to humans (or vice
versa), so they are expected to have their current distributions within the least disturbed
areas of Europe. This may not be the case for species with moderate levels o f tolerance
to humans (e.g. farmland species) that co-exist with relatively high levels o f human
disturbance, but are likely to go extinct if the levels o f disturbance change (e.g. land
abandonment or agricultural intensification). Arguably, these species may constitute a
large proportion o f the European biodiversity, since the majority o f the most sensitive
species might have already gone extinct (e.g. Balmford, 1996), or survive now in
relatively undisturbed areas.

Second, past threats that have shaped current distributions may not always correlate
with future threats affecting persistence o f species (e.g. those concerning environmental
changes). The extent to which human-induced threats are temporally autocorrelated is
unknown. However, as a starting point it is probable that severe human-induced threats
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will continue to occur in areas that had a greater proportion o f human pressure in the
'past (e.g. areas near big cities). These areas are likely to support assemblages o f species
that are more resilient to human disturbances. So, even if future human-induced threats
were less likely to occur in areas with relatively lower threats in the past, their impact on
native biodiversity would be greater here than in areas with higher threats in the past.

The latter problem may be addressed in two different ways. First, one may assume that
applying appropriate management within selected areas can ameliorate current threats as
well as prevent future threats. While this may hold true for some threats directly
dependent on local management decisions, it may fail to account for other important
threats related to global policy and environmental change. Indeed, many threatening
processes operate at a wider temporal and spatial scale than commonly appreciated
(Balmford et al. 1998). A second alternative would be to model spatio-temporal
dynamics o f threat and incorporate these predictions into empirical models o f
persistence. This would allow current models o f persistence that assume stationary
conditions (i.e. no environmental change) to evolve towards more realistic assessments
o f persistence. The difficulties with this are that (i) established threats may change in
many unpredictable ways; (ii) their cumulative effects on species are uncertain; (iii)
novel threats may be emerging unnoticed, or without our knowledge o f their impact on
native biodiversity. More work is required to address these issues.

Sequential approach to persistence
Simple sequential (non-compensatory) area selection approaches can offset some o f the
complications associated to modelling persistence from threats and vulnerabilities, if an
assumption is made that all species respond in a similar way to threats. By ensuring that
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conservation areas are selected from the core o f species geographical (or environmental)
ranges and by simultaneously avoiding records with relatively higher threats within each
individual species’ range, this method is expected to select networks o f areas that more
robust to extinctions, whether due to local stochasticity or to contagious threats. But the
assumption that all species respond similarly to threats is a simplistic one. Some species
may be extremely sensitive to particular human-induced threats, while others may adapt
to intermediate levels of threat, or may even benefit from high levels o f threat to other
species. Nevertheless, the effect o f excluding areas with high threat levels is most likely
to benefit the so called ‘losers’ (i.e. species with low degrees o f tolerance to humans),
which are o f highest conservation concern and depend heavily on the conservation of
few spots that remain relatively undisturbed in Europe. In contrast, no major deleterious
effect is likely to be felt by the ‘winners’, since these are generally widespread and
already co-exist with high levels o f present-day disturbances. Therefore, the sequential
approach to area-selection proposed (i.e. the core-threat method) in this chapter is likely
to improve the persistence prognoses from simple core-periphery models used in
Chapter 3 and 4, especially for species that are most vulnerable to threats known to have
affected their past distributions. The proposed method should also produce relatively
cheaper networks o f areas for conservation in the extent to which threats correlate to
cost (e.g. McNeely, 1996).

However, the magnitude o f the improvement in terms o f expected persistence may not
be as important as expected, especially if threats do not contribute significantly to
explain variation in current distributions (e.g. Fig. 5.3). A comparison o f the simple
core-constrained method with the presence method, showed that the first method
included consistently fewer people than the second method. This is because o f the
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dynamic nature o f species’ ranges that allows them to shift distributions according to the
various factors affecting the suitability o f areas. If there is a coincidence between
favourable areas for humans and for other species (Table 5.4), then it is likely that
species with relatively lower degrees o f tolerance to humans will have their core
populations away from where people concentrate in greater numbers. This is consistent
with the idea o f high diversity at intermediate-levels o f disturbance (for a review see
Rosenzweig, 1995), although it is likely that past extinctions may play an important role
explaining at least part o f this pattern. Indeed, if human disturbances have already
filtered out many o f the species that would be vulnerable to current threats (e.g.
Balmford, 1996), then it is possible that areas o f high diversity will be located in areas
with intermediate levels o f disturbance simply because the most sensitive species that
would occupy the least disturbed areas have already been lost from most o f Europe.
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Environmental diversity as a
surrogate for species diversity

Introduction
Representative conservation area-networks are needed to ensure persistence o f species
diversity within regions. Frequently, however, there are neither resources nor time to
carry out detailed inventories before areas are selected. Consequently, areas may be
chosen using information other than species. One promising approach is to represent as
much environmental variation as possible (environmental diversity, ED) as a surrogate
for species diversity (e.g. UNESCO, 1974, DeVellice et al. 1988; Belbin, 1993; Faith &
Walker, 1996a). This would achieve great economies in all sectors, if true. So far no
formal empirical tests have been made to assess the performance o f environmental
diversity as a surrogate for species diversity. Indeed, a positive relationship between
these two measures has often been assumed rather than estimated. For example Pressey
et al. (1996) and Woinarski et al. (1996) asked whether reserve networks sampled
representative portions o f environmental variation, but did not question whether this
would represent biodiversity at a rate higher than expected by chance. W e test this idea
using species and environmental data for Europe. The p-m edian location-allocation
model was applied to select representative portions o f environmental-space (Faith &
Walker, 1996a,b). The consequences o f this selection are compared to those o f choosing
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areas at random and to solutions using an optimising area-selection algorithm (hotspots
o f complementarity). We show that ED does not always represent species at a rate
consistently higher than that expected by chance, let alone approximate to that o f the
optimising solution. This is because particular distributions among restricted-range size
species do not fit the underlying assumptions o f the ED model. With these data, ED is a
poor predictor o f species diversity.

Data
S p ecies data
Species diversity is measured as richness in European terrestrial vertebrates and higher
plants. Data include 783604 records o f occurrence for 186 mammal (Mitchell-Jones et
al. 1999), 440 breeding bird (Hagemeijer & Blair, 1997), 143 amphibian and reptile
(Gasc et al. 1997), and 2294 plant species (Jalas & Suominen, 1972-96). These data
vary with regard to taxonomic coverage; terrestrial vertebrates include all known
species, whereas plants comprise ca. 20% o f the European flora. The mapped area (2089
grid cells) excludes most o f the eastern European countries (except for the Baltic States)
because o f low recording efforts in these areas (Williams et al. 2000). Nevertheless, this
is still one o f the world’s most extensive and representative data sets for species
distribution on a consistent grid.

Environmental data
Six environmental variables (Table 6.1) were selected from those used previously to
model expected species distributions (Huntley et al. 1995, and chapters 3 and 5); these
variables were summarised into two axes o f variation using PCA (Principal Components
Analysis), after standardisation of data to zero means and unit variances (Table 6.1).
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The first component summarises a temperature gradient running from north-east to
south-west, parallel to the Atlantic coast; the second summarises moisture conditions
often associated with high altitudes (Fig. 6.1). As expected, the two PC A axes are
unrelated (Spearman rank correlation, r,=0.11, /K0.001). Regional deviations from this
relationship reveal patterns o f covariation between the two PCA axes (Fig. 6.1,
overlaying technique described by Williams & Gaston 1998). For example, the
Mediterranean region has high scores for the first PCA axis (high temperature) and
generally low scores for second axis (low moisture). Score variation in the second axis
show regional differences in moisture availability from dry (e.g. eastern coast o f Spain)
to wet (e.g. north-west of the Iberian Peninsula).

Table 6.1. Results of PCA on six environmental variables distributed across Europe.
Data on potential evapotranspiration and altitude were obtained from UNEP.
Precipitation and temperature were obtained from NOAA. Data were converted from
0.5° latitude-longitude maps to UTM 50 km x 50 km grid cells.
PCA 1

PCA 2

2.86683

1.40779

% variation per axis

47.8

23.5

Cumulative % variation

47.8

71.2

Altitude

-0.05659

0.79979

Potential Evapotranspiration in January

0.73315

-0.00654

Potential Evapotranspiration in July

0.92857

0.09515

Mean Annual Precipitation

0.00237

0.84357

Temperature in January

0.82344

0.13499

Temperature in July

0.88646

-0.1708

Eigenvalue
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Fig. 6.1. Geographical variation in the two PCA axes scores of environmental variables
among UTM 50 x 50 km grid cells in Europe: (a) scores for PCA axis 1; (b) scores for
PCA axis 2; (c) overlay of the two PCA axes scores. Axes score maps (a and b) were
divided into thirty three equal-frequency colour classes, so that maximum scores are
shown in red and minimum scores are shown in blue. Scores for the overlay map (c)
show the regional differences in the overall variation between the PCA axes. We use a
10 colour-scale class, where increasing intensities of blue represent increasing scores
of PCA axis 1 and increasing intensities of green represent increasing scores of PCA
axis 2. Black grid cells show low scores for both, white shows high scores for both, and
shades of grey show linearly covarying scores for both.

Methods
The ED m odel
Environmental diversity (ED) is measured in relation to the degree to which sampling
variation is maximised within environmental-space; the greater the variation sampled,
the greater the diversity o f environments expected to be represented. As a first step
towards selecting ED areas from the environmental-space, pairwise distances between
pairs o f principal-components scores were calculated using a shortest-path algorithm
(Dijkstra, 1959). These distances were used to solve p-median location-allocation
models (Hikimi, 1965), where p conservation areas are selected from n possible areas,
so that the sum of the distances is minimised (example in Fig. 6.2b). This is

conceptually equivalent to maximising ED when sampling environmental-space (Faith
& Walker, 1996a). Formally,

mi nimise:

I.n .n
Z = < ^ ^ aidyLj
[ M

'
Subject to:

y=l

n

]T /y = 1 *=1,..., n
7=1

± * = p .
7=1

Iij < I j j

j

where
Z is the value o f the objective function,
n

is the number o f areas in the environmental-space,

p

is the number o f ED areas to be selected,

a t is

the number o f candidate areas for selection at location i,

dy

is the distance from a t to p at location j \

Iy

it takes the value o f 1 if a, is allocated to p at j t 0 otherwise.

P-medians can be solved using optimal linear-programming or heuristic techniques.
Most optimal techniques require, at some point, the application o f a branch and bound
algorithm. Because o f this, it is possible that large problems take an inordinate amount
o f computation time to solve. In practice, the most robust o f these techniques (Narula et
al. 1977) still needs refining to solve /7-medians for more than 900 areas (Church &
Sorensen, 1996). We used the heuristic vertex-substitution algorithm GRIA (GlobalRegional Interchange Algorithm) (Densham & Rushton, 1992), because this is one o f
the most robust and efficient heuristic procedures available to address large /7-median
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problems (Church & Sorensen, 1996). GRIA selects p (or ED) areas from among m
candidate locations to represent an environmental space dispersed over n locations (here
m

= n). ED areas are located to minimise the value o f an objective function (z): the sum

o f all n areas weighted by the distance separating them from their closest ED area.
GRIA has two phases. The first phase (global exchange) itself consists o f two parts:
first, identify the ED area to drop from the current solution that least increases the value
o f z and, second, find the candidate to add to the solution which most reduces the value
o f z. In its second phase (regional exchange), GRIA ensures that all areas in the
environmental space are represented by their closest ED area and that each ED area is
located at the local median o f the areas it represents. The two phases are applied
iteratively until three conditions are met: 1) each and every ED area is the local median
o f the areas it represents; 2) each area in the space is allocated to its closest ED area; and
3) removing an ED area from the solution and replacing it with a candidate area not in
the solution yields an increase in the value o f z. These properties are necessary but not
sufficient for a globally optimal solution.

Optimising and random m odels
The efficiency of ED to predict the location o f important areas for species diversity was
compared to that o f an optimising solution and to that expected by chance. The models
were solved for 52 (2.5% o f the total areas), 105 (5%) and 211 (10%) areas respectively.
A complementarity-based area selection procedure was used to identify optimising
solutions (hotspots o f complementarity) that maximise species representation in a given
area (Church et al. 1996). The algorithm selects first all areas w ith taxa that are
irreplaceable for a given representation goal. Then it follows a simple set o f rules to
select areas with the greatest complementary richness in just the rarest taxa. If there are
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ties it proceeds by selecting areas among ties richest in the next rarest taxa and so on. If
there are persistent ties, it then selects areas among persistent ties with the lowest gridcell number. This is an arbitrary rule rather than a random choice among ties in order to
ensure repeatability in tests. It then performs a test to reject any areas that in hindsight
are redundant. It repeats all previous steps until the representation goal is achieved.
Finally it re-orders areas by complementary richness and chooses the first n areas from
the re-ordered area list.

A random solution is obtained by simulating selection o f a given number o f areas with
records at random; the selection is repeated 1000 times to calculate the 5% upper tail o f
the random distribution. This is used as simple test to assess differences from observed
/7-median and optimising solutions with that o f expected by chance (p>0.05). The
WORLDMAP (Williams, 1999) software was used to implement both the optimising
and random solutions.

Results and discussion
Only plants exhibit consistent, non-random positive patterns o f representation (p<0.05)
when areas are selected to maximise ED (Table 6.2). The best results were obtained
when 211 ED areas were selected, representing ca. 3% more species than expected by
chance (p<0.05) and ca. 21% less than expected from the optimising solution. In
contrast, ED areas consistently failed to represent more amphibians and reptiles than
expected by chance (p < 0.05). The worst results were obtained with 211 ED areas
representing ca. 4 % less than expected by chance (p<0.05), and nearly 12-13% less than
expected from a near-optimum solution. Additionally, ED areas do not show consistent
patterns of representation for breeding birds and mammals when different /7-median

solutions are considered. For example, ED areas perform better than random when 105
areas are selected (p<0.05), but perform badly when only 52 areas are selected (p<0.05).
Testing the performance o f ED against the combined data set o f plants and terrestrial
vertebrates improves slightly on the results, but this is due to the overriding importance
of plants (75% o f the total) in relation to the other taxa.

Table 6.2. Percentages of species represented in selected areas: (a) p-median
solutions seeking to maximise environmental diversity; (b) areas selected at random,
with 1000 trials performed to calculate the 5% upper tail of the random distribution; (c)
optimising solutions seeking to maximise species representation, i.e. hotspots of
complementarity. Where appropriate, multiple representations (rep) of all species are
shown.
(a) ED

(b) Random

(c) Hotspots

52 areas

57.80%

57.45%

84.92%

105 areas

69.88%

67.31%

93.50%

211 areas

79.25%

76.16%

99.83%

52 areas

83.41%

86.82%

100% x ca. 2 rep

105 areas

92.73%

91.14%

100% x ca. 4 rep

211 areas

93.64%

94.32%

100% x ca. 9 rep

52 areas

79.57%

82.26%

100% x ca. 2 rep

105 areas

90.32%

88.71%

100% x ca. 4 rep

211 areas

94.09%

93.55%

100% x ca. 9 rep

52 areas

72.73%

78.32%

100% x ca. 3 rep

105 areas

83.22%

85.31%

100% x ca. 6 rep

211 areas

87.41%

91.66%

100% x c a . 13 rep

52 areas

63.50%

63.63%

86.55%

105 areas

75.02%

72.05%

94.16%

211 areas

82.60%

80.28%

99.38%

Plants

Birds

Mammals

Amphibians and reptiles

All
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The idea that ED provides a useful framework for area selection in the context o f
species conservation, comes from the assumption that species’ distributions are at
equilibrium with governing environmental factors (Hutchinson, 1957; Whittaker, 1975;
Brown, 1995). A unimodal bell-shaped response curve is often used to describe this
relationship (Faith and Walker, 1996a,b). However, non-equilibrium historical events
such as extinction, speciation, barriers to dispersal, and biotic interactions also play
major roles in determining current distributions. Consequently, the spatial arrangement
o f areas needed to maximise species representation may be clustered and/or biased
towards some particular section of environmental-space (Fig. 6.2c,d,e,f,). This contrasts
with the idea that areas adequately spanning environmental-space would maximise
species representation (Fig. 6.2b). The data do not support this latter idea. Only
optimising solutions for plants span the space well. However, they cluster showing that
important areas for conservation may be environmentally autocorrelated rather than
evenly dispersed in environmental space. The same pattern o f clustering applies to
optimising solutions for all other groups, except that they do not sample environmentalspace as adequately as for plants. For example, areas needed to maximise representation
o f amphibians and reptiles do not require areas to be selected beyond a score o f -1 on
the first PCA axis, whilst the original sampling-space extends almost to a score o f -3
(Fig. 6.2f). Selected areas for breeding birds and mammals do not span the entire range
o f the second PCA axis (Fig. 6.2d,e). As expected, patterns o f environmental
autocorrelation among optimising solutions have the effect that the areas selected are
also spatially autocorrelated (Fig. 6.3). ED areas have a mean number o f 4.52% o f
nearest neighbours that are ED areas themselves, whilst optimising solutions are more
aggregated: 16.47% nearest neighbours for plants; 23.70% for mammals; 19.50% birds;
and 38.15% for herptiles.
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Fig. 6.2. Location of grid cells in relation to the environmental space of PCA axis 1 and
2. The example shows ED and optimising area-set solutions (hotspots of
complementarity) for 211 areas.

The relatively high performance o f ED for plants follows logically from a wellestablished relationship between plant distributions and environmental limiting factors,
such as temperature and precipitation (Whittaker, 1975). A similar pattern o f
representation would be expected for amphibians and reptiles given that their
distribution is known to be strongly limited by precipitation (especially for amphibians)
and temperature (especially for reptiles) (Gasc et al. 1997).
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ED for plants

ED for mammals

Optimising solutions
for plants

Optimising solutions
for mammals

ED for birds

Optimising solutions
for birds

ED for herptiles

Optimising solutions
for herptiles

Fig. 6.3. Geographical location of the 211 selected UTM 50 by 50 km grid cells in
Europe. Richness scores in the species that remain unrepresented were divided into a
thirty-three equal-frequency colour-scale, so that maximum scores are shown in red
and minimum (non zero) scores are shown in blue.

t on

Why are ED areas generally poor surrogates for terrestrial vertebrates with this data?
One hypothesis is that the impact o f temperature and moisture in determining current
species distributions is contingent to many other unmeasured factors. To explore this
idea further it is useful to investigate whether unrepresented species are a non-random
sample within each group. If they are not then one can ask what underlying mechanisms
might cause ED to fail as a surrogate for these species. An inspection o f the residuals
(resulting from selecting 211 ED areas) shows that unrepresented species are a nonrandom set with restricted-range sizes below the lower quartile value o f the speciesrange-size distribution (Fig. 4). Furthermore, their distributions do not fit equilibrium
assumptions o f the ED model. For example, unrepresented amphibian and reptile
species («=18) are either narrow endemics (72%), limited to a few areas in the
Mediterranean (mountain-tops, islands, or peninsulas), or are at the edges o f the their
ranges (28%), having their core distribution eastwards or southwards. In the former
case, environmentally suitable areas may be unoccupied due to species’ inability to
colonise them. In the latter case, species may occur in unusual environmental
conditions. Indeed, their peripheral position may be better described by a monotonic
curve than by an unimodal bell-shaped response curve (Ter Braak & Prentice, 1988).
Breeding birds («=27) show a similar pattern o f unrepresentation. They are relict
populations (7%), species with distributions limited by lower-level variations in habitat
(36%), species at the edges o f ranges (36%), or introductions (21%). Similarly,
unrepresented mammals («=11) are relict species or narrow endemics (36%), species at
their distributional edge (27%), or introductions (36%). We suggest that the degree to
which ED is suitable for predicting species diversity depends on the extent to which
non-equilibrium events affect current distributions.
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It could be argued that marginal populations and introduced species are dubious targets
for analyses, as they may be o f no conservation concern or typical o f environmental
conditions that are atypical in the study area; in either case they would probably be
better represented somewhere else. To explore for the extent, to which these two types
o f distributions affect the outcome o f the analyses, I tested the performance o f 211 ED
areas selected to represent 88 native endemic vertebrate species to Europe (this subset o f
the data is fully described by Williams et al. 2000). Again, ED areas represented species
at a rate lower (79.55%) than expected by chance (85.23%, p<0.05) and much lower
than the optimising solution (« fourteen representations o f all species).
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Conclusion
The results provide only weak support for the idea that representative samples o f
environmental-space are also representative o f species diversity. The most restrictedrange size species are under-represented and these tend to be the species more
susceptible to extinction (e.g. Johnson 1998). Therefore, with these data, selecting areas
with the ED criterion would be inadequate to achieve the goal o f species persistence
within regions.

It may be that European data are not representative o f other areas, particularly because
current distributions are highly affected by human history; it may also be that other
taxonomic groups with different ecologies and life histories may generate distinct
patterns o f representation. Nevertheless, given that the sizes o f geographic range within
taxonomic assemblages are generally right-skewed (Gaston, 1996; i.e. most species
have relatively small range sizes while a few have relatively large ones) and that, at least
in the northern hemisphere, species-range-sizes are expected to decline with latitude
(Gaston et al. 1998), it is likely that ED might perform inadequately in many areas and
for many taxa. This is especially true in the tropics and in mediterranean-climate areas,
where there is a large number o f endemic species and strong effects from history, area
and isolation (e.g. Major, 1988).

It is possible that adding further dimensions to the environmental space would improve
the surrogacy value o f ED. Furthermore, it may be a possibility that narrowing the
spatial scale o f analyses would provide further insights on ED as a surrogate for species
diversity. In the absence o f similar tests from elsewhere, however, it would be wise to
proceed with caution. I suggest that ED should be used only when its surrogacy value
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has been empirically demonstrated, or at least when the environmental factors affecting
current distributions are well understood. Naturally, this requires tests using highquality data for species and these are rarely available.

The ED framework could also be tested for Gap Analysis (Scott et al. 1993) where, in a
first step, areas would be chosen given knowledge on the distribution o f few, wellknown, restricted-range size and endangered species (typically with non-equilibrium
distributions); followed by the selection o f additional areas using the ED criterion. This
is likely to overcome some o f the weaknesses o f ED in representing some o f the most
valued species for conservation, whilst ensuring that a greater variety o f environments
would be represented.
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